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JAZZ JUNCTION

Kris Funn (bass) and Ronald Brewer (drums) was
a superbly driving unit which never let up. And
whether on alto or soprano saxophone, Kenny’s
rough-edged blowing was unstoppable with the
inspiration of John Coltrane close at hand. Slurry
after slurry of notes cascaded forth with volcanic
energy and mine-deep intensity. Two sets flew by
to leave the audience exhausted but elated at the
conclusion.

Kenny Garrett / Rachel Z at Ronnie
Scott’s – 13.8.05
Pianist and vocalist Rachel Z was the week’s
support in a trio which included Chris Luard (bass)
and Bobbie Rae (drums). Born in Manhattan and
dressed like a chic punkette on platforms, she
reminded me of Janice in Friends, with her
unknowing smile but fortunately without the
aggravating laugh.

Geoff Eales Trio at the Purcell Room –
11.9.05
Twenty-five years on from the death of piano
legend Bill Evans, former stalwart of the BBC Big
Band, Geoff Eales embarked on a tour
of England and Wales to celebrate his
music under the banner Remembering
Bill. Joining him were Roy Babbington
(bass) and Mark Fletcher (drums).

Her piano playing was thoughtful but resolutely
involving, suggesting the influence
of one her teachers, Joanne
Brackeen. However this was not a
totally instrumental set as she
treated the audience to her personal
vocal style on Jeff Buckley’s Grace
and on her own Pain. Surprisingly,
perhaps, the Beatles’ Here Comes
The Sun and Joni Mitchell’s Ladies Man were not
sung and were ultimately the better for it, as, on
this night anyway, it was her pianistic skills that
triumphed, earning clearly the greater audience
approval.

The first date of the tour was at the
Purcell Room, where they followed a
classy set by the Stan Sulzmann and
John Parricelli Quartet. Their playing echoed the
very best of the Bill Evans’ trios with imaginative
interventions from Roy Babbington and astute
endorsements by Mark Fletcher.

Saxophonist Kenny Garrett was born and grew
up in Detroit in the sixties, gaining his first
experience in the Duke Ellington orchestra
between 1978 and 1981, when it was ‘Dukeless’
and under the leadership of Mercer Ellington.
Following this he moved to New York and joined
the Mel Lewis orchestra. He developed his
musical skills further by spells with Art Blakey’s
Jazz Messengers and Miles Davis, with whom he
stayed for five years and where he gained
notoriety.

Although there was little of the wistful
introspection I normally associate with Bill Evans,
Geoff did remind us that there was also plenty of
swing and pace to be found. Whilst his
enthusiasm and enjoyment may have threatened
to overwhelm at times, I was pleasantly surprised
to depart the concert hall with a feeling that was
unexpectedly upbeat.

It was this period with Miles which may have
encouraged him to broaden his musical taste and
an openness to other types of music which he
brought to his later solo work, although not always
to the delight of his many jazz fans. However his
latest release (in 2002), Standard Of Language,
was in the hard-bop mode as was the style of
choice at Ronnie’s.

As part of its season to celebrate Black Music, the
National Film Theatre scheduled three black and
white films of jazz performances originally shown
on British TV in the fifties and sixties. The film I
saw was titled Jazz Divas, the constituent parts all
produced by Granada TV.

Jazz Divas at the National Film Theatre
– 22.9.05

First up was Billie Holiday backed by an offscreen orchestra and a visible Mal Waldron at the
piano. There were just three songs, I Loves You

His rhythm section of Carlos McKinney (piano),
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Porgy, Please Don’t Talk About Me When You’re
Gone and the stark and disturbing Strange Fruit.
Here Billie’s phrasing gave razor-edged meaning
to the words and her performance was worthy of
the most seasoned Shakespearian actor.

McCoy Tyner / World Saxophone
Quartet at the Barbican – 14.11.05
The World Saxophone Quartet was formed in
1976, the founding members being Hamiet Bluiett,
Julius Hemphill, Oliver Lake and David Murray.
Whilst they were not the only crew to plough this
furrow, they have remained, with various changes
to the members (principally as a result of the
death of Julius Hemphill), the outstanding
purveyors of this formation.

Not all the singers were jazz divas. However
possible accusations of nepotism will not deter me
from commenting about Diahann Carroll that her
two songs, Something’s Gotta Give and Someone
To Watch Over, Me were good quality ‘easy
listening’.

For this concert the three remaining founders
were joined by ‘new’ member Bruce Williams. The
first number was introduced by Hamiet Bluiett’s
baritone sax which set the rhythm before being
joined one by one by three different but exciting
voices which weaved in and out of each other. It
was a rousing start which put down a marker for
the rest of the set which was a celebration of the
music of Jimi Hendrix.

The next segment was from a recording of a
concert at the Free Trade Hall in Manchester
which went out under the title Sarah Sings And
Basie Swings. The band, which included Frank
Foster (later to become leader when the band
became ‘Countless’), commenced with a mightily
swinging Blues In Frankie’s Flat before the large
frame of Jimmy Rushing ambled up to the mic to
make big band singing look easy with Goin’ To
Chicago.

The quartet also had the added support of Craig
Harris (trombone), Jamaaladeen Tacuma (electric
bass) and Lee Pearson (drums) and when they
were present, bass and drums gave a funky edge
to the music.

Then the film’s second jazz diva, Sarah Vaughan,
took the stage to sing a trio of songs which amply
demonstrated her incomparable vocal art.
Baubles, Bangles And Beads and Misty were
bookends to one of her torch songs Tenderly.
Then she joined the Count Basie Band to swing
her way through Won’t You Come Home Bill
Bailey and Ol’ Man River which ended with a
superbly entertaining drum solo by Sonny Payne,
complete with juggling sticks, even bouncing one
stick on the floor and catching it again. It caused
one of those surreal moments when the cinema
audience joined in with the applause.

The band’s vocal interjections of the song title on
Foxy Lady showed that the concert was not a
reverential tribute and The Wind Cries Mary had
trombonist Craig Harris reciting the words from
the song as well as soloing.
One of the problems with raiding songs from other
types of music is their suitability in the jazz
context. The best of these was Little Wing, which
offered scope for the whole band to be involved
and a masterful solo from David Murray.

Finally the third of jazz’s three queens, Ella
Fitzgerald, appeared, only to be interrupted by an
unexpected appearance of Oscar Peterson (no
diva he) with Ray Brown (bass) and Ed Thigpen
(drums). The latter two helped form probably
Oscar Peterson’s best ever trio. The leader, a
virtuoso at the piano with dazzling technique,
dominated but never at the expense of the unit or
the music which swung prodigiously from start to
finish. My favourite of the three tunes performed
was I Wish I Knew How It Would Feel To Be Free.

On the final number, Sunshine Of Your Love, the
gifted Jamaaladeen Tacuma and Lee Pearson
were awarded generous space to demonstrate
their skills with long unaccompanied solos which
dazzled and delighted.
By comparison the set by McCoy Tyner was a tad
anti-climactic, as the man who is now an elder
statesman in jazz shuffled almost wearily onto
stage, looking a frailer figure than I had seen only
a year or two ago. His piano playing, mostly,
belied this description but the brevity of the set
(under forty-five minutes including slow departure
and return for encore) tended to support an
impression of tiredness or sadly a man at the end
of his career. This is not to say that I won’t be
rushing out to buy tickets whenever he next
returns to these shores, just that on this night he
was shaded by that which preceded him.
Dave Carroll

Finally (again) Ella Fitzgerald appeared with her
quartet comprising Roy Eldridge (trumpet),
Tommy Flanagan (piano), Bill Yancey (bass) and
Gus Johnson (drums) to round off the film with six
of the best. Ella’s effortlessly good vocals lit up
Day In, Day Out before giving way to the perennial
weepy Every Time We Say Goodbye, ending with
four swingers which she swung some more.
Commendations also went to Roy Eldridge for
some lovely muted trumpet.
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and later with a travelling revue, William Benbow’s
Brown Skin Models. He eventually secured a
permanent job drumming and singing with the
orchestra at the Keyhole Club in San Antonio.
The year of 1947 would find a 23-year-old
Clarence hitchhiking to Houston and presenting
himself to entrepreneur Don Robey who owned
the Bronze Peacock Club and would create a
matching record label (Peacock Records). Robey
became Brown’s manager and was soon hitting
the R&B charts with sides like ‘Okie Dokie Stomp’.

'Tales From The Woods'
raises a glass and says
farewell to guitarist, fiddler
and singer, the blues musician who encompassed
Texas swing, country, Cajun, Zydeco and jazz, the
wonderful Clarence ‘Gatemouth’ Brown who
died on 8th September 2005 aged 81.

Throughout the latter half of the fifties, Brown
proved to be one of the most bankable artists in
the blues field. The turn of the following decade
would see a massive falling out between Robey
and himself. Clarence would later claim in
numerous interviews that his
former
manager’s
connections
effectively
blacklisted him
for the
remainder of the 1960s. He
even swapped his guitar for a
deputy sheriff’s badge in San
Juan County, New Mexico
although he did get a job in
Nashville
leading
the
houseband for the black
music TV show, The Beat.

Clarence had been suffering from lung cancer and
heart problems and was evacuated from his home
in Slidell, near New Orleans, shortly before
hurricane Katrina hit the
city. The musician had
settled in his Slidell home,
built above a waterway
containing its own resident
alligator, during the early
nineties. “I’m built right up
over the water and I can fish
off the back of my deck,” he
explained
during
an
interview conducted a few
years back. “The gator don’t
© Paul Harris
bother me. If I leave him
alone, he leaves me alone”.
The loss of the home he
loved would be difficult enough for the ailing 81
year old to handle. Katrina though, took most of
his instruments and irreplaceable memorabilia;
understandably he was heartbroken.

As it has so often been, it was
Europe that put him back on
his feet. After tours, festival
appearances and recordings in France during the
early 1970s, his personal makeover documented
in albums like ‘Blackjack’ and ‘Makin’ Music’, a
1979 duet with country music musician Roy Clark.
Come the 1980s, with the support of his manager
Jim Bateman, he was confident enough in the
breadth of his resources to fall back into the role
of a bluesman as on his Grammy Award winning
album ’Alright Again’ 1982 and with successors
such as ‘One More Mile’ 1983 and ‘Standing My
Ground’ 1989. Even on these blues based albums
he would wander off to take in a Cajun fiddle tune
or a jazz standard like ‘Take The A Train’.

Yours truly was indeed privileged to catch this
eclectic musician in action a number of times,
mostly on his native New Orleans soil at the Jazz
and Heritage Festival, as well as clubs around the
city. His trips to the UK were a little thin on the
ground although 'Tales From The Woods' veteran
rockin’ scribe Shaky Lee Wilkinson and myself
caught him at his unpredictable best one steamy
hot summer’s evening which must be in the region
of a decade and a half ago. A near capacity
audience had turned out to pay homage to the
virtuoso on a rare London visit. Lee and I even
managed to gatecrash his dressing room (on what
pretext is lost in the mists of time) where the air
was thick with cannabis smoke. We found
Clarence friendly enough, chatting away whilst
puffing on a spliff.

“I refuse to be labelled as a blues, jazz or country
player” has been so famously quoted so many
times over the years, preferring no doubt to be
recorded as a musician of Americana which would
accurately describe the albums he made
throughout the remainder of his life, such as the
self explanatory ‘American Music, Texas Style’
1999, ‘Back To Bocalusa’ 2001, and most
certainly his last ‘Timeless’ 2004, mixing blues
and country songs and the swing styles of ‘Duke
Ellington and Benny Goodman all thrown into the
melting pot. Indeed, a true original.

Born on 18th April 1924, though a Louisianan by
birth, he grew up across the state line in Orange,
Texas. His father, a railroad engineer and
weekend musician, taught him to play the fiddle.
During the course of his very early life, he learnt
the art of guitar and drums from his brothers. It
was as a drummer that he launched his career
playing with a local band, The Gay Swingsters,
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We here at the ‘Tales From The Woods’ editorial
board also raise a glass to record label owner/
producer and musician Eddie Shuler who died on
23rd July 2005 aged 92.

by the black swamp pop artist Phil Phillips for his
fellow Lake Charles record label owner George
Khoudy. The song was covered in the UK by
Marty Wilde, hitting number two on the Brit charts
and eventually becoming a million seller. Although
Shuler’s activities slowed in later decades much of
Goldband’s back catalogue was leased out and
released on CD.

No trip down deep in the
southern states would
have been complete
without a visit to that
tiny, shambolic recording
studio,
Goldband
Records
of
Lake
Charles, Louisiana and
its
off-centre
owner
Eddie Shuler. Inside this
studio where so much
roots music history has
been
made,
Eddie
picked up a three feet or
so piece of bamboo
stick, and waved it in the
air. “This is what I used,”
he said with a sly grin directed at the dozen or so
pilgrims from England on one of our many
Southern Tours. “If I thought they weren’t putting
enough soul into it, I hit the singer across the back
of the legs with it. I made sure he felt the pain in
his soul!”









Raise a glass also to singer/guitarist and a lifelong
stalwart of the British blues, Long John Baldry
who died on the 21st July 2005 following a severe
chest infection aged 64.
A Rock'n'Roll lovin’
kid like me back in
the sixties, by now
blues would have
been a very close
second. A musical
education by the
end of that decade
would
have
included country,
soul and a little
jazz. Long John Baldry and his Hoochie Coochie
Men I would have caught a number of times;
Cooks Ferry Inn at Edmonton, the nearby Club
Norvik in Tottenham, up west at The Marquee, no
doubt The Flamingo as well. As I recall, around
mid ’64 someone called Rod the Mod used to
hang out with the band, do a couple of numbers
and then just… well… err… hang out.

Eddie, like his studio, was a uniquely preserved
anachronism from a bygone age; battered
instruments, antiquated microphones, scattered
record racks, even old television sets yet, despite
the chaos, Eddie had built up a recorded
catalogue of around 10,000 titles. Amongst them
sides by Cookie and the Cupcakes, Cajun
accordionist Iry LeJune, Boozoo Chavis, who at
Goldband recorded one of the first commercially
available Zydeco records ‘Paper In My Shoe’,
Cleveland Crochet hit the Billboard Hot 100 charts
with the Shuler produced ‘Sugar Bee’, the
Hackberry Ramblers (of which Eddie had once
been a member) recorded for Goldband as did a
13 year old Dolly Parton. Rockabillies Al Ferrier
and Johnny Jano to name but two recorded at
Goldband as did Rockin' Sidney and Larry Hart…
and so the list goes on.

Ads a Mod boy myself I admired Rod the Mod’s
clothes more than any vocal attributes. Of course,
The Faces were still quite a long way off and
superstar reclusion in Beverly Hills would have
seemed a laughable pipedream back then, even
for Rod, despite his obvious self confidence. In a
couple of years I would catch Baldry again (by
now I would have moved away from the parental
home, living in bedsit land in West London) at the
Klook’s Kleek R&B club in West Hampstead. Rod
the Mod had by now gone off to pursue his own
career and Long John had a new band, which
included Brian Auger on organ, called Steam
Packet.

Eddie Shuler was born on the 27th February 1913
of German-Irish descent in Wrightsboro, Texas,
moving to Lake Charles, Louisiana in 1942 to
work at an oil refinery. In his spare time he played
with the legendary Hackberry Ramblers. Three
years later he formed his own hillbilly band Eddie
Shuler and his All Star Revellers, playing dance
halls across Texas and Louisiana. In 1949 he set
up Goldband to record the acclaimed, almost blind
accordionist Iry LeJune. The tracks recorded have
come to be regarded as classics of the genre.
Other examples that come pretty close to the
LeJune recordings are those by Lionel Cormier
and Aldus Roger.

Things would remain that way for a short while
before Auger split to team up with Julie Driscoll
and in came Bluesology as his backing band with
yet another superstar in waiting on piano, Elton
John, who was still just plain old Reg Dwight in
those days. That’s it basically; I never saw Long
John in the decades that followed, living in
Canada since around the late 1970s Baldry’s
visits to his native country proved to be rare
occurrences.

Shuler also arranged and produced ‘Sea Of Love’

John William Baldry was born on the 12th January
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1941, growing up within a middle class family and
attending a local grammar school near his
childhood home in Queensbury, North London. He
sang in the choir at St Lawrence’s, Edgware and it
was through a neighbour, who owned an
impressive record collection, that a very young
John was exposed to jazz and blues. It was the
voice and 12 string guitar of Huddie Leadbetter
(Leadbelly) that entranced him the most. The
neighbour, encouraging his blossoming love of
jazz and blues, would take him to see the Crane
River Jazz Band during their frequent visits to
Kingsbury Bath’s Hall.

Fittingly his final album for Stony Plain was a
collection of Leadbelly songs.









Raise a final sad glass to blues/soul guitarist,
singer, songwriter Little Milton who died on the
5thh August 2005, nine days after suffering a
massive stroke in his adopted hometown of
Memphis, Tennessee aged
71.
I was lucky enough to
witness Little Milton in action
just twice, the events being
a considerable number of
years apart. Quality of
performance? Well, simply a
comparison could never be
drawn between the two gigs.

Baldry acquired his first guitar at 14 and taught
himself to play Leadbelly style. Aged 16 in 1957
he discovered the skiffle and folk scene of Soho
where his 6 feet 7 inch frame earned him the
nickname Long John. He soon formed a duo with
the guitar virtuoso and folk legend-in-waiting Davy
Graham, establishing himself on the circuit by the
very late fifties, playing both the blues clubs with
Alexis Korner and Cyril Davies and the folk
sessions run by Ewan MacColl and Peggy
Seeger.

The first, headlining a small blues package at The
Mean Fiddler in its original home of Harlesden,
Northwest London in company with Denise La
Salle and Latimore. Disappointingly attended,
there was plenty of room down at the front. The
whole show was wonderful and, when Milton
stopped stage front, he looked and sounded
fantastic, at the top of his game, a master of his
craft. A decade or so later, at the Utrecht Blues
Festival, perched upon a stool which magically
allowed him to stay in a semi upright position. To
say he was drunk would be an understatement;
his band master desperately fighting a losing
battle to hold the whole gig together.

When Korner and Davies formed the first
amplified blues band in 1962, Baldry was the
natural
choice
as
lead
singer.
Blues
Incorporated’s pioneering sessions at the Ealing
Club in West London drew audiences that
included future members of the Rolling Stones,
John Mayall’s Blues Breakers and Manfred Mann
to name but three. An album entitled ‘R&B From
the Marquee’ would prove to be the only record of
the original line-up.

Hardly a fitting memory to go out on, bearing in
mind Milton has, for many a long year, been
recognised by his peers as a first rate soul and
blues man, often described as being somewhere
between B B King and Bobby ‘Blue’ Bland, a voice
that takes in influences of immediate post-war
names such as Charles Brown, his long career
spanned more than a fair share of legendary
labels… Trumpet, Sun, Chess/Checker, Stax and
Malaco.

Within a year Korner and Davies had formed
separate bands. Baldry chose to go with Davies’,
which featured the well respected guitarist Geoff
Bradford. The Cyril Davies All Stars built a
considerable reputation for themselves during a
short period of time which came to a tragic halt
when Cyril died suddenly in 1963. Baldry assumed
leadership and renamed the group as The
Hoochie Coochie Men.
Come 1967 the blues boom had fizzled out and
Baldry was persuaded to move into middle of the
road pop, hitting massive with ‘Let The
Heartaches Begin’ and ‘Mexico’ the following year
(1968). His flirtation with pop stardom proved to
be short lived and had to be rescued by his two
former band members, Rod Stewart and Elton
John, who produced the well reviewed album ‘It
Ain’t Easy’ (1971).

He provided the blues with a couple of chestnuts
which every aspiring blues guitarist, good, bad or
indifferent, will no doubt play in tiny, smoky back
rooms and village halls wherever in the world the
blues has an audience ‘Grits And Groceries’ and,
20 years or so later, ‘The Blues Is Alright’. Some
magnificent tracks, second to none in the opinion
of this lowly 'TFTW' editor/scribe… ‘If Walls Could
Talk’, ‘We’re Gonna Make It’, ‘Who’s Cheating
Who?’ to name but three.

He emigrated to Canada in the late 1970s, signed
to Stony Plain Records and became a popular
figure on the blues and folk circuits, returning
occasionally to Europe, his final trip in 2003.

Born James Milton Campbell on the 7th
September 1934 in Inverness, Mississippi,
according to some accounts the ‘Little’ handle was
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used to differentiate him from his father, Big
Milton, a farmer and local performer around
Greenville,
Mississippi.
Making
his
first
appearances as a teenager in the blues bars and
cafés along Greenville’s then very much
celebrated Nelson Street, his first recordings were
made in the very early 1950 accompanying pianist
Willie Love and then, under his own name, on
three singles on Sam Phillips’ Sun label under the
guidance of Ike Turner. Frustrated by his lack of
success the young musician split Memphis for St
Louis and cut tracks for Bobbin records which
would soon be distributed by Chicago’s legendary
Chess label.

'Tales From The Woods'
Promotions
presents on

Saturday 28th January 2006,
doors 7:30 pm
at The Water Rats Theatre Bar, 328
Gray’s Inn Road, Kings Cross,
London. (5 mins. walk from rail/tube)

a 50th anniversary skiffle
night with 1957 USA & UK
chart hit

Allegedly, Milton also worked for the A & R man
and was responsible for the signings of Albert
King and Fontella Bass. It was after signing to
Chess’ sister label Checker that his career began
to flourish. He started placing hits on the R&B
charts around 1962 which he repeated right up to
1976 by which time he had placed 18 records on
the Black Singles Top 40. The aforementioned
‘We’re Gonna Make It’ reached number one in
1965 and even made 25 on the pop charts
Stateside.

CHAS McDEVITT
“Freight Train”

Rick Hardy, Vince Eager, the London
Philharmonic Skiffle Orchestra,
Eastside, Hylda Sims, Wee Willlie
Harris, Pete Oakman, John Hills, Ralph
Edwards and many more guests come on up & jam!
Tickets £8 in advance or £10 on the
door

He remained with Chess until 1971 before
switching to Stax where ‘That’s What Love Will
Do’ found him in the charts with a different label.
Sadly repetition would prove elusive for him in the
years ahead. Despite an appearance in the pivotal
‘Wattstax’ film, a series of ill-fitting funk releases
throughout the remainder of the seventies
certainly did little to help.

Book in advance to avoid disappointment

Telephone/Fax: 020 8460 6941
Mobile: 07941 540574
Email: keithwoods25@hotmail.com or
TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Or write to: 25 Queen Anne Avenue,
Bromley, Kent BR2 0SA

Malaco, the Jackson, Mississippi label that has
kept Southern soul music alive for almost three
decades, rescued Little Milton and it became his
home for 18 years, rewarded by his excellent
contemporary material for the label like B B King,
Bobby ‘Blue’ Bland and T Bone Walker before
them, artists in comparison of which Milton has
been considered. He was an avid touring act and
made one of his final appearances in May 2005
on a bill with The Allman Brothers. In 1988 James
‘Little Milton’ Campbell won the W C Handy Award
as the blues entertainer of the year and was
inducted into the Blues Hall of Fame.

Letter to the Editor
MOBILE PHONE CALL INTERRUPTS GIG.
It can be irritating to a performer when a gig is
disrupted by a mobile phone conversation, but in a
week when actor Richard Griffiths berated an
audience member from the stage for receiving a
call during a performance, an interesting twist on
the situation was reported in a letter to the
Guardian newspaper:

I hope my obituary meets with the approval of the
'Tales From The Woods' resident genius on all
things soul, John ‘Soulboy’ Jolliffe no less. Oh, by
the way, I reckon the title of a 1983 Little Milton
album just about sums up everything that many of
us here at 'Tales From The Woods' are all
about… ‘Age Ain’t Nuthin’ But A Number’.

"Earlier this week, US bluesman Otis Taylor took
a mobile call while performing on stage in Leeds.
To improve his signal he left the stage, his
guitarist covering for him. Should artistes as well
as audiences now be encouraged to switch off
before the performance commences?
Brian Picken, Leeds"
Courtesy of Alan Lloyd

Keith Woods
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MADAME MOUSSAKA'S
ADVICE TO WORLD
LEADERS

So fry Donald Duck in orange soy sauce, and
make Mickey Mouse into Chop Suey, or Chinese
gods get very cross and make all restaurants run
out of flied lice. Remember old Chinese song:
'They try to sell us Egg Foo Yong'.

You have heard of the great Greek Oracle of
Delphi? Well I, Madame Moussaka, am the great
Greek-Cypriot Oracle of Paphos. I have much
good advice for world leaders, who all read Tales
From The Woods just for my column.

Now my advice to Gordon Brown. If you want to
be Prime Minister before economy go down the
drain, come to Madame Moussaka and I put
Greek spell on Tony and Cherie. Next time they
kiss, Cherie bite Tony's tongue then get lockjaw no escape for Tony then. Remember old Greek
proverb: 'Man who make love to ugly woman five
times a night will f**k anything.' That's why
everyone and everything in UK is f**cked, my
friends. But Gordon Brown, he no much better.
Remember old Cypriot proverb: 'Woman who take
luncheon voucher for sex make very good Prime
Minister'. Oh yes, vote for Madame Cyn (Cynthia
Payne) of Monster Ravin' Loony Party, she make
British economy boom again. She will abolish
pound, but she no adopt Euro. She make
luncheon voucher official currency of UK, and
everything will be hunky dory. Free sex for
everyone. My Aunt Athina she very wise, she
quote old Greek proverb: 'Put a prostitute on
every corner, more interesting than bottle bank'.

But first I must deny filthy Turkish-Cypriot rumour
going around that I, Madame Moussaka, am really
my cousin Antoni John Papadopoulos in drag (he
is ashamed to be Greek so call himself Tony
Papard. I cut him out of my Will!)
Now the Oracle will speak to the great George W.
Bush Jr: oh Yiorgos, why you also deny your
Greek ancestry? The Greek gods very angry with
you 'cos you no give their big hurricanes Greek
names. That is why they get very cross, eat a lot
of haricot beans in olive oil so they can make
much big wind in New Orleans, Houston and all
around. Now, Yiorgos, you make big mistake
calling these big storms 'Katrina', 'Rita', etc.. If you
called them 'Hurricane Thessoula', 'Hurricane
Costas', etc. they would have gone other way,
across Atlantic and Mediterranean to Turkey and
Turkish occupied Cyprus. Oh yes, Madame
Moussaka has spoken.

Now my advice to Angela Merkel of German CDU
party. Why she no get many more vote? Miss
Angela, remember old West German proverb:
'Woman who want to be German Maggie
Thatcher should not have moved from Hamburg
to communist East Germany and become
secretary of Leipzig Free German Youth.' People
no trust you, think you Commie agent. No my
friend, you should have stayed in Hamburg and
worked in grocer's shop, remember old Grantham
proverb: 'Woman who works in father's grocers
make very good Prime Minister'. How could you
leave city with great Star-Club for Leipzig, where
all grocers shops had empty shelves? Traitor!

Now I tell you some very wise proverbs. Yiorgos,
you have very silly middle name - 'Walker'. Greek
philosophers say: 'Man with name Walker should
be very careful his 'l's no look anything like his 'n's
when writing his name'. What is wrong with
Yiorgos Costas Bushopoulos?
Now more wise proverbs: 'Beware of Greeks
bearing gifts'.... no forget this one, I get mixed up.
Should be: 'Beware of Turkish belly dancers
baring midriffs'; they could be suicide bombers
with explosives in bra and knicker. They pull titty
tassel or g-string and 'Boom!' Oh yes, listen to
Madame Moussaka, I see all.

Well, I must go my friends. My crystal ball is
clouding over. May the Greek gods watch over
you, (and stop Turkey from joining the EU. ) My
cousin, Tony Papard, he is traitor. He want both
Turkey and Turkish Cyprus to join EU. May he
drown in Turkish coffee or choke to death on
Turkish delight! Kali Niktas my friends.
Madame Moussaka (Mystic)

Now some proverbs for Chinese leaders.
Confucius he say: 'Remember, man with many
wives also have many mothers-in-law'. Confucius
also say: 'Never take mother-in-law on your
honeymoon'. Very wise man, Confucius, I think he
must be Greek. Chairman Mao, he say: 'Political
power grow out of barrel of gun'. Ah yes, but now
we have Disneyland in Hong Kong this change to
'Economic power grow out of mouth of Donald
Duck'. Chairman Mao, he spin in his mausoleum,
he no like Donald Duck in People's Republic. His
spirit contact me from beyond his mausoleum in
Land of 1,000 Flowers Blooming: Chairman Mao
say only good duck is crispy duck with noodles.

After reading this in advance of publication, Tony
Papard said he always gets a mental block when
trying to remember if Maggie’s dad’s grocery was
in Grantham or Grimsby. He added;
All these places north of Watford are much
the same, so the least they could do is make
sure they don't start with the same two
letters - makes them totally indistinguishable!
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Like Scarboro' and Scunthorpe for instance.

young cuties are so fickle! This year he only had
eyes for a 96 year old with a much bigger.....
wallet than mine. 'Get Out Your Big Roll, Great
Great Grandaddy' he sung to him as he sloshed
the scrambled egg on his breakfast plate. My cute
toyboy looks just can't compete with a big roll of
crisp £50 notes. But I exaggerate, I did exchange
a few words with the lad: 'Where have you been
all my life?' I asked him, and back came the cruel
reply: 'I wasn't born for the first two-thirds of it!'
Well he wasn't born for nearly the first four fifths of
the 96 year old's life, but that's how it goes.

People north of Watford are very tiresome,
claiming that Leeds/Bradford are actually two
cities not one, that Wolverhampton and
Walsall are not suburbs of Birmingham,
Gateshead is not a suburb of Newcastle,
Birkenhead is not a suburb of Liverpool, and
Salford is not a suburb of Manchester. If they
are all joined up, they are suburbs. End of
argument. That goes for Bromley, Romford,
Croydon, Ilford, Uxbridge and even Watford
itself - all suburbs of London. Dear old
Slough just about qualifies as a separate
town, as does Southend - for the moment,
but John Prescott is working on making
everything east of London to the coast a vast
unbroken suburbia of London. Good old
John, he's good at punching, now he's
punching a suburban Thames Corridor right
thru that tattered old green belt.

However my toyboy looks did mean I was
pestered continuously by 800 sex-starved old
ladies (and 180 old queens). Had to fight them off
by ramming my mum's wheelchair into them while
she lashed out with her electrified walking stick.
But I digress. There was the excitement of the
Gracie Fields look-alike competition, and the
afternoon tea dance to George Formby III and his
Ukulele Boys. But after midnight things really
hotted up. I saw a notice in a chalet window, it
read: 'All Nite Kinky Sex Party - Bring Your
Colostomy Bags'. I've heard of all kinds of
watersports, but I decided to give these a miss.

Meanwhile pity poor old Welwyn Garden City - not
a real city at all, just a lonely suburb, separated by
a couple of fields from nearby Hatfield, both
looking for a city. If John Prescott built on a
handful of fields separating Watford-St AlbansHatfield-WGC they could ALL be suburbs of
London, and wouldn't feel so lonely.

Now you must remember that these Over 50s
mid-weekers (and most attendees are well over
70) are now catering for the original Teddy boy
and Teddy girl generation. So you get pensioners
with names like Switchblade Sam, Stiletto Stevie,
Jack-knife Jackie and The Suffolk Slasher
tattooed on their necks, and that's just the women!
You don't mess with these gals I tell ya, or their
fellas. The piles of cut-throat razors, bicycle
chains, knuckledusters, etc. on the floor next to
the security guards as they search everyone going
into the tea dance speak for themselves, these
pensioners are positively dangerous! Demand to
see their Womble (OAP travel) pass twice and
they'll slash the bus seat. Once in the ballroom
there was soon a riot as beer glasses (and
punches) were thrown at the band on stage who
were playing waltzes. 'We want Rock’n’Roll!' the
pensioners roared.

A good point, well made Tony.









Oldest Wrinklies in
Wombleland MidWeeker, Pontins,
Pakefield
Just back from this annual mid-weeker which I
attend every September with my mother, who
turned 91 on September 6th. Cats, you don't know
what you're missing if you've never been. Apart
from all the fantastic entertainment (see below)
there's daytime competitions like the wheelchair
races - head for the cliff edge and the one who
stops nearest to the precipice without going over,
or tipping the elderly/disabled occupant over the
edge, wins a fantastic prize. Then there's the jetpowered Zimmer frames race. Ritchie Gee's
Classic Car Cruise has nothing on these events!

The Elephant Mob from South London were out in
force, and they got really nasty if they didn't win at
Bingo every night. Especially the jackpot prize - a
year's supply of viagra. One night a Chelsea
pensioner won, and he downed a whole week's
supply of viagra with his pint of beer. He was
rampant, chasing every female Womble in the
dance hall, his good conduct medals clanging
away as he twanged their knicker elastic and
threw his pension book up in the air as if there
were no tomorrow.

And my heart missed a beat when I walked into
the self-service restaurant on the camp and saw
my heart-throb once again. Remember the
romantic Mills & Boone moment when our eyes
met over the dirty crockery at the Wildest Cats In
Town Weekender in July 2004? But alas these

My mother got into a brawl. She met a sweet 92
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Lynette Morgan & The
Blackwater Valley Boys

year old lady who also came from Bow in the East
End where my mum grew up. Only trouble was my
mother Dorothy, back in the late 1920s/early 30s,
was leader of Dirty Dot's Dogshit Gang, and Ada
was in 'ilda's 'orsedung Mob (named after the
missiles they threw at each other). So Ada got
her own back for something unmentionable (but
mentioned above) which my mother slung at
Ada's little brother in 1927......

Just a short review of Lynette Morgan & The
Blackwater Valley Boys gig at the Hillbilly Hop,
Buffalo Bar, Highbury and Islington on Sunday
September 25th (Brian Clark was also there).
I'd been looking forward to this gig for over 6
months, ever since I saw the group at the
Rockabilly Rave. I'd seen them previously at the
Rhythm Riot! The Hillbilly Hop is a regular, last
Sunday in the month rockabilly gig at the Buffalo
Bar, next to Highbury and Islington tube station. I
saw several rockabilly friends I knew in there.

Well, most of the above, of course, is my vivid
imagination running away with me. Except I did
chat briefly to the cutie in the restaurant (who in
reality was very friendly and helpful to everyone
and most efficient at his job), and my mother as
an East End kid was indeed guilty of attacking a
little boy in a similar manner years ago. (My
mother and her posh sister used to attend a
writing class together, but my mother's true stories
about East End incidents such as this were NOT
ones Olive wanted read out to the whole class, so
that joint venture didn't last long!)

Lynette and her band did one set, which was only
OK as far as I was concerned. I was disappointed
that the emphasis was heavily on rockabilly,
Rock’n’Roll and uptempo Country. I think Lynette,
who has a beautiful voice, only sung one slow
song, and not one I was all that familiar with. 'Ride
In My Little Red Wagon' rolled along happily, but
as the set progressed it got more and more into
hard rockabilly/Rock’n’Roll, which wasn't what I'd
expected.

What we really had at this Pontin's Gold Week
was very good weather, excellent food, and
entertainment which included an outfit called
Lennon and McCartney (I kid you not) with a Fab
Four tribute, but which actually included quite a bit
of their early Rock’n’Roll covers such as Long Tall
Sally, Kansas City, Money, Rock'n'Roll Music,
Sweet Little 16, etc.

I didn't realize this was a rockabilly club, I thought
it was more orientated to traditional Country Music
from the name. At the two previous Weekender
gigs Lynette had sung some beautiful Patsy Clinestyle solos, and the group had also featured some
slow Hank Williams material. All this was missing
from the Hillbilly Hop set.

Of course the highlight had to be a pianist who
does the cruise ships. I was getting all excited,
expecting the brilliant young Scottish Jerry Lee
style Kyle Esplin, but alas it turned out to be Colin
Henry. The nearest he got to Rock’n’Roll was a
snatch of Fats Domino's 'Blueberry Hill', though he
did stand on his head and play piano, and he also
played with his foot - 'sole music' as he called it.

So slightly disappointing, not least because after
paying £5 entrance fee (£7 after 9.30 pm) I
discovered there was no draft beer on sale, only
the bottled variety which works out at well over £6
per pint (anybody know how much beer a bottle
of Becks contains at £2.80?) So I had to have a
couple of Cokes to augment my couple of Becks,
and the whole evening cost me over £13 for about
a 45 minute set. Not good value when my local
pub, The Pavilion, has pints of beer at around £2
a pint, and two hour long sets from the likes of
Flyin' Saucers, with no entry charge at all!

In closing I should mention that heavily advertised
thruout the camp, and at the main entrance, were
Ritchie Gee's upcoming Xmas Rock'n'Roll Party
on Saturday December 3rd/Sunday 4th with Linda
Gail Lewis, Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm
Rockers, and The Lennerockers. Two days
including
entertainment,
one
night's
accommodation, Xmas Dinner and full breakfast
for just £45. Also the Wildest Cats In Town
Weekender 2006 from June 30th - July 3rd with
Jack Scott, the Johnny Burnette '56 Show (Rocky,
Randy and Johnny Jr), plus Matchbox,
Lennerockers, Crazy Cavan - 18 bands in all, plus
food and accommodation at a very reasonable allin price. Ring Ritchie on 0208 372 1958 to book
for either of these events.
Tony Papard







I'll see Lynette Morgan and the boys again at a
Weekender or some other venue, but not at this
rather trendy rockabilly club. Oh yes, there were
two very trendy yuppie types dancing in a most
peculiar manner and getting in everyone's way.
They really annoyed me, but I doubt they'll be
back. They'll probably be into some other kind of
music this week!
Tony Papard
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brightened up many a Carl Mann cut, is featured
on a pleasant country double-sider. Eddie Starr’s
demos (I would venture) are likeable country, with
good versions of “Long Black Veil” and “Will The
Circle Be Unbroken”. Fans of multiple alternate
takes of one song will go for Ramsey Kearney and
Jimmie Martin’s easy-going rocker(s). Kenny
Parchman’s greatness is clear for all to hear,
while Larry Brinkley’s sides are olay, with the
previously un-issued “Jackson Dog” taking top
honours. Another winner from Stompertime, and
this release carries a photo new to my eyes of
Ramsey Kearney, Eddie Starr and a young Carl
Perkins. Invest, I say.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at
s

The Jaxon Recording Company Story Various Artistes - Stompertime STCD 20

Playin’ It Cool - The Houserockers Pink’n’Black PBCD 006

Jackson Dog | Gonna See My Boy | Old Lonesome
Love | Have You Ever Been Lonely (Larry Brinkley)
Treat Me Right | Don’t You Know (Kenny Parchman) |
Gonna Rock’n’Roll Tonight | Satellite No.2 | Old
Lonesome Time | Rockin’ Love | Don’t Bother To Tell
Me Goodbye | Mona Lisa | The Lost Chord | Why Did
You Go | I’ll Always Love You Darling (Carl Mann) |
Rock The Bop | Red Bobby Sox (3 takes) (Jimmie
Martin Combo featuring Ramsey Kearney) | I’m Just A
Cry Baby | That Old Moon Brings Tears To My Eyes
(Robert and Gladys Luter) | Little Darlin’ | Confused
About You (Eddie Bush) | Farther Than My Eyes Can
See | Long Black Veil | Will The Circle Be Unbroken
(Eddie Starr)

You’re Gone | Shorty The Barber | Play It Cool | The
Fire Of Love | Buy Me A Car | All Messed Up | Don’t Be
Gone Long | Mr. Ideal | Fancy Dan | Slow Down | Three
Legged Cat | You Don’t Bug Me No More | L-O-V-E |
Sneaky Pete | Cats Got Back In Town | Frankie and
Johnny

One of the UK’s leading
Rock'n'Roll cum rockabilly
bands are back with a big
barnstorming beauty for
the boogie brigade. 16
tracks of heavenly joy from
Rob Glazebrook (guitar &
vocal), Wayne Hopkins
(bass) and Paul Atkinson
(drums). In Paul they (Rob and Wayne) have the
perfect replacement for Ritchie Taylor, a hard act
indeed to follow who now plays with the
Sundowners and with Sonny West in the Voodoo
Vendors.

The latest release in
Dave Travis’ excellent
series of CDs covering
the wealth of great
country/rockabilly
on
southern labels trains the
spotlight on the Jaxon
label, based in (natch!)
Jackson,
Tennessee.
Only five singles were issued on the label, one in
1955 and the remainder in ’57. Dave’s typically tiptop notes tell the story of one of Tennessee’s
smallest labels to perfection; so what are we to
expect of the artists’ songs?

There are five of Rob’s own songs here, along
with a smattering of worthy covers, more on which
anon, but the drumming by Paul in particular on
the original compositions is in the best possible
taste, whether using brushes (“L-O-V-E”) mallets
(“Three Legged Cat”) or sticks in military fashion
(“Frankie and Johnny”).

Jaxon’s biggest artist, and who’s face adorns the
front cover, is Carl Mann who went on to greater
things (of a sort) with Sam Phillips just down the
road apiece at 706 Union in Memphis. The
original Jaxon cut of “Mona Lisa” first reached our
eager ears in the mid-‘90s, and it lacks the finesse
of the later recording that made the world aware
of Carroll County’s finest. “Gonna Rock’n’Roll
Tonight” and the first version of “Rockin’ Love”
have long been known and revered by rockin’
Kats and Kittens, and “Satellite No.2” is a much
underrated bopper; the remainder of Mann’s
selections indicate what a great country voice he
had and how he deserved greater success in the
field.

The covers are well chosen; Lou Millet’s “Shorty
The Barber”, Bob Doss’s “Don’t Be Gone Long”,
Sonny Fisher’s ”Sneaky Pete”, Gene Summers’
”Fancy Dan”, Jess Hooper’s ”All Messed Up”,
Jody Reynolds’ “Fire Of Love” and others (“You
Don’t Bug Me No More” is a particular favourite)
all get the unique Houserockers treatment, with
top-flight playing by all three members. Not only
do I recommend the purchase of this album but a
trip to see the band play live, check the website
for details (www.houserockers.co.uk)

Rural country is represented by Robert and
Gladys Luter, and Eddie Bush, the guitarist who
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Acting Like That | Caught (Mamie Ree and Young
Wolf) | Ain’t Got No Money | Central Rocks (The Great
Gates) | I Love That Kind Of Carryin’ On | Haste Makes
Waste (Rozelle Gayle) | The Chase | Twisted (Paul
Preston) | Wino | Yaka Boo (Jack McVea) | Watts | Hot
Mama (Brother Woodman and The Chanters) | Baby
Baby Take A Look | Love My Baby (Robbin Ray) | Ko
Ko Mo (Gene and Eunice)

Standing Room Only - Roomful Of Blues Alligator ALCD 4900
She Put A Spell On Me | I Can’t Stand You No More |
Boomerang | The Love You Lost On The Way | Just
Keep On Rockin’ | Two For The Price Of Ten | Straight
Jacquette | Sufferin’ With The Blues | Jona Lee | Love
Grown Cold | My Mind Is Troubled | Flip Flap Jack | Up
Jumped The Devil | Nobody Knows

Here’s a cool release for
fans of early ‘50s West
Coast R&B, with lots of
honking sax on show.
Jim Dawson (to many the
supreme authority on the
subject) perfectly details
the what-they-did and
what-happened-to-them
in his booklet notes, just
part of an overall top-quality Ace production. To
comment on the music, Ernie Fields (yep, the
same one connected with “In The Mood”) offers a
robust sax-led opener, while The Great Gates
(real name Edward White) croons an easy-rockin’
blues with “Ain’t Got No Money” and “Central
Rocks” (originally credited to T.G.G.) is a wild
instrumental, somewhat based on Joe Liggins’
”Honeydripper”, that pretty much amounts to a
battle between saxman Marvin Phillips (later of
Marvin and Johnny fame) and drummer Earl
Brown. Great fun, though.

For 36 years now
Roomful Of Blues have
been keeping the jumpin’
jivin’ blues faith in the
States. Originally led by
Duke Robilliard, who
went on to achieve great
success as a solo artist,
ROB have issued many
fine
albums
down
through the years, including sets, in the early ‘80s,
with Big Joe Turner and not-so-big Eddie
“Cleanhead” Vinson. Their own studio sets have
consisted generally of covers and originals,
arranged in a wide range of styles, and “Standing
Room Only” is no exception.
For instance, jazz/swing is represented by an
instrumental “Straight Jacquette”, with sterling
work by long-time trumpeter Bob Enos and tenor
man Rich Lataille, “Two For The Price Of Ten” is
a funky blues, “The Love You Lost” is a slow
blues, “Just Keep On Rockin’” has a big-band
style arrangement, ”Boomerang” is a good midtempo rocker, “Jona Lee”, written by piano man
Travis Colby, bears some nice boogie touches,
and “Nobody Knows” is an easy-going piece that
didn’t excite quite as much as the other tracks.

Joe Houston’s contribution is unusually slower,
and the delightful alternate take (one) of Gene
and Eunice’s calling-card is one of seven
previously un-issued cuts on the CD. Another
paint-stripping saxman, Chuck Higgins, has four
offerings; you can only guess what inspired “Real
Gone Hound Dog”, while “Big Fat Mama” and the
instrumental “Flip Top Box” rock along nicely.
“Blacksmith Blues” was a much-covered hit in the
early ‘50s, with versions by Ella Mae Morse (over
there) and Lita Roza (over here). Cledus
Harrison’s “Told You Twice” is an easy-pacer,
likewise the two by Mamie Ree, with “Your
Loving’s Just Alright” bearing a strong Ruth Brown
influence. Mamie’s duets also fill the same bill
pace-wise.

All the above are band compositions, what of the
covers? Well, “She Put A Spell On Me” is a strong
opener, and “My Mind Is Troubled” also scores
high, obviously the band know and love their Little
Milton Campbell. “Flip Flap Jack” is a jump-jiver,
while Lowell Fulson’s “Love Grown Cold” has an
early ’60s feel to it. Roy Brown’s classic “Up
Jumped The Devil” shuffles to good effect, and “I
Can’t Stand You No More” bears a Latin tinge,
and finally lead vocalist (and harmonica man)
Mark DuFresne revives Little Willie John’s
“Sufferin’ With The Blues” with impressive results.
The standards are maintained with this new’un
from a band who can still break up the house!
Long may they continue!

Rozelle Gayle’s pair are mid-tempo fare, as is
Paul Preston’s (perhaps surprising with a title like
“The Chase”) Jack McVea, who became a
household name with “Open The Door Richard”
(sub-titled “You Closed The Door On Me Dick”?)
in 1947, offers two goodies in Take One of “Wino”
and the lyrically-challenging “Yaka Boo!”. Brother
Woodman’s two move well, with a Latin tinge
coursing through “Hot Mama”’s veins. Robbin Ray
(not Ted Ray’s son) brings up the rear with “Baby
Baby Take A Look” and the busy tempoed “Love
My Baby” (not the Junior Parker song). Good CD
and a must for those who practise safe sax.

Central Rocks! The Central Avenue Scene
1951-58) - Various Artistes - Ace CDCHD 1037
Wine (Ernie Fields) | Big Fat Mama | The Blacksmith
Blues | Flip Top Box | Real Gone Hound Dog (Chuck
Higgins) | Told You Twice (Cledus Harrison) | You Lied
| Your Loving Is Just All Right (Mamie Ree) | No Need
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’61 where Bob Miller and the Millermen provide
somewhat stilted backing. A total winner from
Rockstar, then, with excellent sound, rare
photographs and great booklet notes as always.

Blue ‘Gene’ Bop - Gene Vincent - Rockstar
RSRCD 025
Say Mama | Summertime | Be Bop A Lula | Rocky
Road Blues (5/3/60) | Wildcat | My Heart (12/3/60) |
Rocky Road Blues | Mr. Loneliness | Bluejean Bop |
Say Mama | Be Bop A Lula (18/2/61) | Bluejean Bop |
She She Little Sheila | Someday | Long Tall Sally
(3/6/61) | Rip It Up | Frankie and Johnnie | Crazy Beat |
Another Saturday Night | Dance To The Bop | I’m
Gonna Catch Me A Rat | Long Tall Sally (28/9/63) |
Baby Blue (1/2/64) | Pretty Girls Everywhere (7/8/65) |
If You Want My Lovin’ | Mr. Loneliness | Be Bop A Lula
(15/2/61) | Ray Orchard Interviews Gene (“The Capitol
Show” Radio Luxembourg, 11/12/59)

Boogie, Blues & Bounce - Little Willie
Littlefield - Ace CDCHD 1056
Beehive Jump | Once Was Lucky | Tell Me Baby |
Blues At Sunset | So Fine and Brown | Open Road
Blues | Mello Cats | Merry Christmas | Hucklebuck With
Willie | Frightened | Just Before Sunrise | Lay Your
Cards On The Table | Drinkin' Hadacol | Why Leave
Me All Alone | Rockin' Chair Mama | The Moon Is Risin'
| Hurry Baby | Train Whistle Blues | I Want You |
Drinkin' Hadacol (2) | Midnight Whistle | Fuss and Fight
| Come On Baby | Farewell

This little godsend to all
fans of the Screaming
End contains all known
recordings made by
Gene for broadcast on
BBC Radio’s “Saturday
Club” during the period
1960-1965,
a
time
where
Vincent had
pretty much settled in
Blighty, plus a few extra UK radio goodies. Of
most interest to fans with this particular release
would be the 1961-65 material (the ’60 cuts, with
Marty Wilde’s Wildcats backing, having been
released on the 2000 Rockstar set, ”Rock’n’Roll
Memories”).

Here's a super shiny
treat from the label that
cares, featuring the
remainder of Little Willie
Littlefield's
originally
issued sides for the
Modem label plus some
not originally issued and
previously
un-issued
cuts' Of its 24 tracks, eight reach our ears for the
first time, many of which are vocal/piano demos;
all date from sessions held between 1949 and
1951. The music is an absolute joy, with
vocalist/pianist Willie offering by turn slow
mournful blues a la Charles Brown and some
stompin' boogie in a Fats Domino vein then, of
course, starting to score some hits on the R&B
chart.

The ’61 tracks find Gene accompanied by the
Echoes, and during one interview with “Saturday
Club” presenter Brian Matthew Gene reveals that
he will be appearing in the forthcoming film “State
Fair”, with Connie Francis. He never appeared in
the finished film of course so one can only
speculate whether a song insert intended for the
film exists or not.

Tony Rounce's excellent booklet notes tell us,
among other things, that- Willie originally came
from Texas, and signed to the Bihari brothers'
Modem label in early 1949; after two commercially
successful years he joined the King subsidiary
label, Federal, with whom he cut the original
version of "Kansas City" (known as "K.C.Loving").
For these sides, check out the Ace CD "Goin'
Back To Kay-Cee" on CDCHD 503. By the early
'60s he had quit recording and worked the clubs in
the San Francisco Bay area; the early '80s saw
his late '40s/early '50s recordings revered and
rediscovered by a new generation of R&B cats
and kittens.

The recordings from ’63 find the Outlaws (whose
number at the time included guitarist Ritchie
Blackmore and bassist Chas Hodges) back our
man with considerable clout, plus there’s a fine
version of my personal favourite Gene Vincent
song from ’64 with Sounds Incorporated backing,
and a tasty reading of Eugene Church’s major hit,
never professionally cut in the studio by Gene, in
which he is backed by the Puppets. Additionally
Gene is interviewed by DJ Ray Orchard, for Radio
Luxembourg’s “Capitol Show” just after he lands
in England for his first UK tour, in December 1959.
During the Q and A session, it seems that
Orchard is obsessed with Gene’s farm back home
and his desire to work on it should his career falter
(of course it didn’t, certainly in terms of live
performance).

From that point until this very day he has
continued to perform at various gigs and festivals
all over Europe (for some time he has lived in
Holland). Standout tracks? Well, the un-issued
song "Hurry Baby" is an absolute beauty, as is the
demo (l imagine) of "Drinkin' Hadacol", "Mello
Cats" is a likeable pastiche of "Chicken Shack
Boogie". Yet another top quality corker from Ace,
get on it folks!

Lastly, we hear three songs by Gene broadcast on
the BBC’s “Parade Of The Pops” from February
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Feathers’ ”One Hand
Loose”, Sid King’s ”Purr
Kitty Purr”, Julia Lee’s
“Snatch It and Grab It”,
and Elvis’s “I Beg Of
You”. The band (who
have a lovely gal bass
player)
achieves
an
interesting sound on this
album and it’s worth a
spin.

In Brief
Let’s start with the negative; Art Adams has made
a real resurgence in the last year or so with two
appearances at the Hemsby weekender (see
review elsewhere in these pages) and a spot at
the recent Green Bay extravaganza. Amidst this
flurry of activity he was able to record 31 songs in
an Indianapolis studio in June 2004, and 26 of
these form a new CD on the Dutch Collector
imprint. There’s a mixture of originals and
standards on this release and although Art, longtime friend and guitarist Bill Stewart and other cats
play with considerable vim’n’vigour, the whole
thing sounds too rushed and under-rehearsed;
also Art’s habit of singing out of tempo grated in
the end. With greater overall discipline in the
studio a fine Art Adams album can be created, but
I’m afraid this isn’t the one.

One of the UK’s most popular rockabilly bands,
the Sureshots, have a new album recorded live in
Finland in March 2005. Entitled “Rock’n’Roll Ball”,
it’s on EMPCD 105 and contains 21 lively tracks,
mostly covers, with things like Gene Summers’
”Straight Skirt”, Little Richard’s ”Ready Teddy”,
Dale Hawkins’ ”Juanita” and “Little Pig”, Gene
Vincent’s “Race With The Devil”, Don Woody’s
“Barking Up The Wrong
Tree”, Carl Perkins’ ”Glad
All
Over”,
Eddie
Cochran’s “Jeanie Jeanie
Jeanie”, Charlie Phillips’
”Starlight”, Lou Graham’s
“Wee Willie Brown” even
Buddy’s “That’ll Be The
Day”. The whole shebang
was recorded at a
“Rock’n’Roll ball” organised by Empire (an annual
event, it transpires) before an appreciative
audience. Enjoyable set this, a good time clearly
had by all.

More positive vibes generally about the rest,
though; the Empire label, of which the head
honcho is Marc Fenech, of the “Southern and
Rocking Music” publication, have offices in
Finland, Holland, Spain and the UK that between
them manage to cover the whole of Europe
distribution-wise. They have four recent releases
featuring two bands that have made a name for
themselves
lately;
“Surfballroom” (CD 101)
is by the delightfully-titled
Mad Fred and The
Maniacs, who come
from the Netherlands,
and whose drummer,
Rob, has recorded with
Johnny Olenn and Joe
Clay. The other three
members, Deon, Eric and Mad Fred himself, all
bear impressive CVs and the band rocks up a
storm on this, their third album, which carries 16
original compositions.

The last in the Empire quartet is a 30- track
compilation of the work of a variety of rockin’
bands from the EEC countries titled, oddly
enough, “Rock Around
The EEC” (EMPCD
103).
From
the
rockabilly of Belgium’s
Hometown Ramblers,
through the smooth
R&B
of
Finland’s
Atomic Boogie Band,
to the neo-billy of
Sweden’s
Eyeballin’
Torpedoes, this set truly has something for
everybody. Tracks I particularly liked were
Slovenia’s Lucky Cupids’ version of “Strangers
In The Night”, “Blue Suede Shoes” as performed
by Malta-born Antonello Persiano, “I Try” by
Spain’s Anabel and the Rock-A-Bells, and
Marco Di Maggio, as you’d expect, picks
superbly on “Neck On Fire”. A fascinating
collection this, and as with all Empire product it’s
attractively presented. Enquiries for obtaining
these should be addressed to the UK distributor
for Empire Records at 26, Berber Road, London,
SW11 6RZ ,or to empire music.net.

The band’s sound reminds me of the Stray Cats
much of the time, but there are slightly different
approaches on one or two things; I particularly
enjoyed the Johnny Cash tribute “The Man In
Black”, “Tears Started Falling” is a ballad with
teen tendencies, while the closing instrumental
“Drag Race” reminds one of Link Dale (or is it
Dick Wray?). No matter, this and the other 15
tracks all get a thumbs-up, and I’d like to hear
more from this outfit.
The 2-Tones have played many rockin’
weekenders across Europe in the last few years,
and they call their blend of mainstream
Rock’n’Roll and rockabilly the “Ritojo” sound; so
much so that their second CD is entitled “Ritojo
Rhythm” and is a 15-track mixture of original
compositions and covers, these being Charlie
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Finally we come to a 2-on-1 of early ‘70s albums
by Shakin’ Stevens and the Sunsets, these
being “I’m
No JD”, from 1971, and
“Rockin’n’Shakin’” from the following year. The full
title of the CD is “How To Be Awarded 2 Gold
Records By Major Record Companies and Not Be
Paid A Penny In Royalties”. Why it is so titled is
explained in the insert by then-manager and good
buddy of TFTW Paul Barrett, and I certainly feel
that from “This Ole House” onwards Stevens took
a painting-by-numbers attitude to Rock’n’Roll
(more pop’n’roll) than the raw, gutsy approach
generally applied here.

Senegal, it was time to bring on the special
guests.
First up was the unbilled King Karl, who cut so
many memorable sides with Guitar Gable for
Excello in the late ’50s, such as “Irene”, which was
performed
tonight.
(Apparently
Clarence
’Frogman’ Henry also made an appearance,
having not been originally billed, but I didn’t
manage to catch him). As mentioned above, I
didn’t manage to catch Roy Head’s main set, but
luckily he was part of the Senegal revue. He was
tremendous, voice still strong, still moved well,
able to do some microphone tricks. As he stormed
through “Treat Her Right”, “Apple Of My Eye”, ”My
Babe” and a handful of others, I couldn’t help
thinking
how
well
he’d
go
down
at
Hemsby/Rhythm Riot; he could appear on the
strength of the fact that his early rockers ”One
More Time”, and “Live It Up” are currently popular
on the record hop circuit. Food for thought,
promoters! One of his many Excello classics gave
the name to this two-day event, so it should be
only appropriate that Lazy Lester should turn up
and give us a good blast of downhome Southern
blues, which he did with things like “I’m A Lover
Not A Fighter” and “Sugar Coated Love”.

Paul mentions that the band preferred the ’71 set
to the ’72, fair enough, but the later album shades
it for me with (to my ears) the better production.
Paul’s dulcet tones are heard on “Superstar” on
“I’m No JD” and on “Yakety Yak” from
“Rockin’n’Shakin’”. Great playing throughout from
the ‘Sets, in particular piano man Mike ’Ace’
Skudder, Paul ’Duane’ Dolan on tenor sax,
guitarist Micky Dee and super-skinsman Robert
‘Rockin’ Louie’ Llewellyn. A real rockin’ 65 minutes
worth, this, and it’s available from Paul at 21,
Grove Terrace, Penarth, South Wales CF64 2NG.
See ya later gater!







Archie Bell sent the crowd into raptures with his
soul-drenched act that included his two major hits
“Tighten Up” and “There’s Gonna Be A
Showdown”. Without a shadow of a doubt, Phil
Phillips provided the evening’s major emotional
moment in singing his classic “Sea Of Love”
(twice, in fact, such was the reaction to the first
rendition!). The most incredible thing to me about
Phil was the sound of his voice, it seemed
practically unchanged since 1959. I understand
Phil receives “Tales From The Woods” so I would
just like to say thanks for a special Ponderosa
Stomp memory, wish you good health and
happiness, and hope we get to meet in the future.



SHOW REVIEW
Ponderosa Stomp Review Part 2
th

Day 2, 27 April, 2005
Zakary Thaks were, I was told, an American band
from the mid-sixties very much in the vein of the
Standells/Sonics and suchlike. I passed on this
upstairs happening in favour of a teatime munch,
and at 5.00 p.m. I took my place downstairs to see
the first live act of the day, Barrence Whitfield,
this time doing the songs with which he is most
associated, such as “Mama Get The Hammer”,
“Bloody Mary”, “Wild Cherry”, “Sadie Green”,
“Rockin’ The Mule” and “Stop Twistin’ My Arm”.
Again Deke Dickerson and his band did a fine
job backing Barrence, and thereafter Whitfield did
the occasional M.C. spot.

Barbara Lynn has long been a favourite of mine,
and she started strongly with “Oh Baby (We Got A
Good Thing Goin)”, continued with a tremendous
“You’ll Lose A Good Thing” and then took a trip to
coverland with extended workouts of “Money” and
“What’d I Say”. Barbara has recorded many tiptop tracks for Jamie and Tribe, shame we didn’t
get things like “I Cried At Laura’s Wedding”,
”Letter To Mommy and Daddy” and “Teenage
Blues”, but ya can’t win’em all.

Roy Head and Robert Lockwood Jr. followed on
downstairs, but it was with partial regret that I
sauntered upstairs to catch the commencement of
what was billed as the Lil’ Buck Senegal and
The Top Cats Reunion Revue. (I certainly came
to regret missing Roy Head’s act, as according to
Ken, he was a huge sensation) One member of
the backing band was Stanley Dural (better
known as Buckwheat Zydeco) and it is as an
accordionist, rather than an organist, that I prefer
him. Anyway, after a warm-up or two from

Warren Storm laid some swamp-pop goodies on
us, as well as a gutsy take on “Lucille”, while
Rockie Charles (I think Ray’s nephew) did an
OK, but not too special, set of soul/blues. The
Revue finished at 9.45 p.m. but it turned out the
downstairs schedule was running quite late.
Immediately following the Revue upstairs were
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sets by Jay Chevalier, Dennis Binder, Eddie
Clearwater and Mando and the Chili Peppers,
the latter providing some Chicano rock. Me, I
trundled downstairs to witness Deacon John’s
“Doin’ It To Death” New Orleans Revue.

September 29 - October 3, 2005
Of the listed artistes I never got to see Johnny
Jones, Al “Carnival Time” Johnson, Jimmy
Elledge and Skip Easterling (comments from
anyone who did will be most welcome). Zigaboo
Modeliste (drummer with legendary New Orleans
funk act the Meters) served up some suitably
punchy, tight fare with guitarist Deacon John’s
band. Eddie Bo was typically superb with
favourites like “Every Dog Has Its Day”, “My
Dearest Darling”, “I’m Wise”, “Check Mr. Popeye”,
“Check Your Bucket”, and “Hook and Sling”.
Willie Tee provided one of the top sets for me
with a nice, easy-going selection of numbers that
sat somewhere between soul and funk. “Gator
Bait”, “Teasin’ You”, “Walkin’ Up A One Way
Street”, and others were delivered with
consummate ease.

th

The 35 Hemsby Weekender suffered a slightly
lower turnout than usual, but this can be attributed
largely to the increasing number of weekenders
worldwide, it seems, all vying for the Rock’n’Roll
punter’s dollar these days. That Hemsby has
survived for some fifteen years or so is due
essentially to the organising skills of its promoter,
Willie Jeffrey, who with the Hemsby team
provided us rockabilly rebels with yet another
enjoyable session, with the American headliners
on this occasion being Narvel Felts, Pat Cupp,
Pookie Hudson, Andy Anderson, and Johnny
Powers. Added to these were a selection of
rockin’ bands from the UK and from Europe,
including Shaun Horton and the Tennessee
Trio, Hi-Voltage, Jump Cat Jump, the Smokey
Mountain Boys, Catslappin’ Chrissy and her
band, Fireball Steve and Big Jamboree. Not
forgetting, of course, some great DJ’s spinning
the sounds (or activating the lasers) including the
evergreen Wild Cat Pete, Skinny Jim, Little Carl,
Tojo, and Dave Crozier, plus the aforementioned
Pete, Strollin’ Steve and the incomparable Lee
Hugman doing fine jobs as Masters Of
Ceremonies.

Many eagerly awaited the return of ‘60s soul diva
Betty Harris, and she sure didn’t let ‘em down.
Sounding better than ever, she mixed early
material (her excellent cover of Solomon Burke’s
“Cry To Me”) with some newer songs intended for
an upcoming CD release. She was professional,
she was class; the lady’s back, and how.

Thursday
saw
an
exclusive
appearance
by Johnny Powers, last
seen at the Pontins
camp in 1994. With him
was
guitarist
Chris
Casello,
who
we
TFTWoodies discovered
worked with Emmylou
Harris and preceded
Steve Nardella as lead
guitarist in Jack Scott’s
© Paul Harris
band. Along with Gene
Gambler’s Shufflers, he provided a top-notch
backdrop for the great Detroit rocker, the only
artist I know of who was connected with the Sun
and Motown labels (it’s his stomping feet you hear
on the Supremes’ early hits). We heard virtually all
the classics tonight; “With Your Love, With Your
Kiss”, “Be Mine, All Mine”, “Trouble”, “Me and My
Rhythm Guitar” from Sun, “Honey Let’s Go To A
Rock’n’Roll Show”, “Mean Mistreater” and the
fantastic Fox double “Rock Rock” and “Long
Blond Hair”. John looked and sounded sharp, and
guitarist Casello’s playing gained rave reviews
from all of us Woodies. Cracking.

I caught some of Nathaniel Mayer’s act
immediately following the N.O. Revue, (he of the
Twilights, who recorded for Fortune, in Detroit)
and though he looks and sounds in fine shape, I
felt he did overdo the “motherf-er” based repartee
in between (and sometimes inappropriately
during) songs. He has obviously been influenced
by Rudy Ray Moore in terms of stagecraft (by the
way, RRM was a “compere” for the night - has
anyone ever suggested he sings some of the
great material he originally cut in the early ’50s
such as “I’m Mad With You” and “The Buggy
Ride”?. Just a thought.)
Come 1.45 in the morning, I hot-footed it back
upstairs one last time to see Ray Sharpe rock it
for the punters. And indeed he did; “Monkey’s
Uncle”, “Red Sails In The Sunset”, ”Linda Lu” and
many more saw out the 2005 Ponderosa Stomp in
fine style. And so it was to prove: Lazy Lester,
who was due to follow Sharpe, cancelled, due to
the “inability to continue”. So, my maiden
Ponderosa Stomp was pretty much a success; a
great big huge pat on the back to organiser Dr. Ike
for carrying out such a huge undertaking each
year and for banging the drum for roots music as
a whole. Roll on next year!







Andy Anderson, from Clarksdale, Mississippi, is
perhaps best known for his recording of “Johnny
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Valentine”, a smouldering rockabilly opus cut at
his one session for the Sun studio in Memphis
toward the end of 1957, but remaining unreleased
until the mass reissue programme in the second
half of the seventies. He has played Hemsby
before, at the fourth event, way back in May 1990.
On that occasion it
was thought he put up
a decent fist but
fifteen years on it
proved to be a
completely
different
story as Anderson
constantly struggled to
stay in tune (though in
fairness his hearing is
seriously
impaired
these days) and the
Shufflers did a fine job
© Paul Harris
in reading him. A
shame all in all, as
Andy performed with considerable enthusiasm
and all the required goodies (“Tough Tough
Tough”, “Give Me A Lock O’ Yo Hair”, “You Shake
Me Up” and more) were featured. Despite my
negative view, I wholeheartedly recommend
purchase of his Buffalo Bop CD of ‘50s/’60s sides
assuming you haven’t already done so.

wondrous voice that helped to garner a decent run
of hits in the US Country charts in the mid-late
‘70s is still in excellent nick, and his guitar playing
still packs a fair wallop too. In addition to the mix
of rockin’ favourites (“Did You Tell Me”, ”Back In
The UK”, which is a specially adapted version of
the Chuck Berry classic, “Foolish Thoughts”, ”Pink
and Black Days”, ”My Babe”, ”Kiss A Me Baby”
“I’m Comin’ Home” and JLL’s ”Great Balls Of
Fire”) and country classics (“My Prayer”,”
Reconsider Me”, “Lonely Teardrops”) there were
two tributes to Narvel’s late son Bud, in “Even
Now” and “Since I Don’t Have You” both highspots
for me, plus a few things that, to my knowledge,
he hadn’t played before on UK soil, these being
Chuck B’s “Maybelline”, “Genovee”, the Drifters’
”Honey Love”, and an excellent take on “Be-Bop A
Lula”, with the Shufflers doing a fine job. Another
great show from the Marvel, and don’t bet against
him coming over to Hemsby again in the future.

I managed to catch a lively session by Londonbased outfit Slim Slip and The Sliders in the
Queen Vic pub on Saturday afternoon; over the
course of their hour onstage they won many new
converts (Dr. Dale was seen to have raised an
approving eyebrow). And what a great set list;
announcing themselves in incendiary fashion with
Link Wray’s “Run Chicken Run”, they
powerhoused their way through such as Hayden
Thompson’s “One Broken Heart”, Gene Maltais’
”The Raging Sea”, Mickey Hawks’ ”Bip Bop
Boom”, Sonny Fisher’s “Sneaky Pete”, Larry
Dowd’s ”Blue Swingin’ Mama” and the undoubted
set highlight, a stunning rendition of the
Phantom’s ”Love Me”. The (literally) capacity
crowd loved them, and they were brought back for
a fiery “One Hand Loose”. Charles Arthur would
surely have smiled while peering round a cloud.
Do I recommend them? Does a bear shit in the
woods? See them, see
them.
Saturday evening saw a
typically
slick
and
professional set from
Narvel
Felts, who,
along with Jack Earls,
has had the distinction
of appearing at no less
than
four
Hemsby
weekenders since his
first
mesmerising
appearance there in
October 1997. The

© Paul Harris

I saw the first Hemsby appearance of the
preceding act, Pat Cupp, exactly ten years ago,
and I seem to remember on that occasion he was
pretty good. This evening he was backed by the
Helldivers, whose lead guitarist, Dave Moore, had
played alongside Vernon Taylor and Billy Adams
in Hemsbys past. Pat played a few selections
from a new album, and naturally featured his
RPM- cut calling cards “Long Gone Daddy”, “I
Guess It’s Meant To Be That Way” and “Don’t Do
Me No Wrong”, but somehow the set never really
took off for me; his voice, though pleasant, lacked
drive and power, and the applause at the show’s
conclusion, though warm, wasn’t over-rapturous.
Ah well…

© Paul Harris

Sunday night’s obligatory doo-wopper was one of
the genre’s all-time kings; Pookie Hudson, sadly
without the Spaniels, (sadly for me, as I never

© Paul Harris
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But Love You”, Billy Ocean’s “Red Light Spells
Danger”, Iggy Pop’s “Passenger”, and Jimi
Hendrix’s “Hey Joe”). All these and more were
played with fire, passion, and sheer undoubted
class by a band right at the top of their game. No
wonder they got five bloody encores. Gig of the
year by a UK act so far for me? It’s gotta be in the
top one. Roll on next May when Hemsby 36
promises Roddy Jackson, Barrence Whitfield, the
Velours, Bobby “One Way Ticket” Crown, Bobby
Brown (Vaden label) and, returning to the UK after
22(!) years, Carl Mann. Keep-a rockin’!!
Bunter

caught their two legendary UK appearances in
1991-92) had to make do with the Metrotones, but
the guys assumed the part(s) with much aplomb,
even the Swing Kings, whom I normally condemn
out of hand as extremely poor, played with style
and intelligence ; this may well be due in no small
part to the drumming skills of the ever-superb
Paul Atkinson, holding things together brilliantly
(the Hemsby Houseband had a weekender off this
time). Us rockin’ punters heard many of the
Spaniels’ Vee-Jay classics, such as “Everybody’s
Laughing”, “Crazy Baby”, “Three Little Words”,
“Peace Of Mind” (so memorably covered by Gene
Vincent) and, of course, “Goodnight Sweetheart”
which got the loudest cheers. Hudson has been
very unwell of late, but let’s hope he can come
and sing for us again sometime (his voice still
retains its pure tone) for there aren’t many of the
classic lead singers left.



Up to this point
Hemsby 35 had been
a good, rather than
outstanding, shindig,
and with one known
act to go I was
beginning to wonder if
us Kats’n’Kittens were
gonna be blasted into
orbit. Step forward
Paul
Ansell
and
Number Nine. I’ve
seen Paul (originally a
Blue Rhythm Boy in
the early ’80s) on
several occasions in
recent years, but this
set was an absolute
dilly; kicking off with
“Guess I’ll Cry Instead
”, the lads proved their
worth as one of the
UK’s top countryrockabilly outfits, with
covers of established
country hits (“Ruby,
Don’t Take Your Love
To Town”, and ”Sea
Of
Heartbreak”),
original
songs
(“Setting
Sun”,
“Rockin’ In Memphis”,
“The Writing On The
Wall”
and
“Jodie
Lou”), Elvis covers
(“His Latest Flame”,
“Ready Teddy”, ”Viva
Las
Vegas”
and
“Mean
Woman
Blues”) rockin’ covers
(“Big 10 Inch Record”
and a set-best “Lonesome Train”, with outstanding
guitar work by Antonio Coni) and some unusual,
unlikely covers (Aaron Neville’s “How Can I Help
17
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REMEMBERING

Rita and I attended the same school, Parkhurst
Mixed School, Tottenham as, incidentally, did our
cousin Denis a decade and a half before Rita, just
a few minutes’ walk from the family home at 123
Dowsett Road. How reassuring it was for a timid,
nervous five-year-old to have a big sister across
the way in the senior playground, keeping an eye
on her kid brother.

RITA
The Editor pays tribute to
his sister Rita who died
suddenly in September.

Holidays in Norfolk, family home of our
grandparents, building sandcastles complete with
moats upon the sandy beaches of Mundesley and
Cromer. In 1953, on holiday at Whitley Bay,
Northumberland (near Newcastle), one day we
somehow managed to become separated from
Mum and Dad, Rita cuddling me to keep me warm
on a promenade seat as the bitter north wind
blew.

Rita was born on the 3rd April 1938, like so may of
our family on Mother’s side, around the
Tottenham, Wood Green and Walthamstow area
of both North and East London. Rita was seven
and a half years older than myself, so would have
experienced the war years through the eyes of a
child. The area in which the family lived would
have been over familiar with bombing, far too
close for comfort to what was then the industrial
artery of the country, London’s docklands and just
half a dozen miles form the City and the West
End.

Childhood days passed… as a teenage Rita
blossomed, performing in a tap dancing troupe,
attending the same dancing school as Shani
Wallis who, of course, went on to become a song
and dance star of many a musical, most notably
the film version of ‘Oliver’ in the late 1960s. Rita
never reached the same dizzy heights of stardom
as her friend Shani although she did appear in a
revue on the stage of the local municipal hall. We
had many a laugh in later years about how she
was forced to sing in front of all those people. Like
me, she could not sing a
note. Luckily, they never
asked Rita to sing again,
happy to let her tap dance
merrily around the stage.

By the time I came along it was all over, Hitler and
Roosevelt were dead and Churchill was out of
office. I mentioned this to Rita a number of times
over the years. 7½ years generally makes a little
difference in terms of social history, at least as far
as Northern Europe is concerned, but we were
both born at pivotal times in
history
which
would
continue to dictate politically
and socially through our
lives.

Courting Denis, Rita’s first
husband, a jazz fan of the
traditional kind, a teenage
big sister witnessed Louis
Armstrong performing at
the Royal Albert Hall.
Present at the birth of
skiffle
at
London’s
legendary
100
Club,
Oxford Street, the evening
that
Lonnie
Donegan
played and sang ‘Rock
Island Line’ for the first
time. Soon to be married although not before she
saw my transition from boy to youth. “What will
your father say?” I can hear her words as if it was
yesterday upon seeing me proudly sporting my
pegged slacks and DA haircut for the first time.

Earliest memories I guess
must have been at three or
four years old, Rita now 11
or 12, planning midnight
feasts, much excited talk of
sandwiches of jam and
marmalade, fruit tarts and
ice cream. They never
actually took place of
course, many a midnight
came and went in contented
children’s sleep. Perhaps
the excitement of the planning and talking was far
more fun than the actual doing.
Our Dad took Rita for a ride on the footplate of a
steam locomotive… vibration, the noise of
escaping steam, a cab full of smoke terrified her
so that she spent much of her little trip clinging on
to his jacket. Me, I was green with envy and
quizzed her on every second of her little treat until
she was bored to tears retelling the story.

Time flies like the wind. Soon children were born
and homes moved from Battersea where their first
child Steven was born to Catford for a while
before moving on to Yateley where a second child
Martin was born. Now with a very young family on
the move again to deepest Hampshire where the
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third and final child Annette was born. The town of
Farnborough would be their next home where the
children grew, went to school and made friends.

in hospital after feeling giddy and unable to stand
up straight. Despite doing numerous tests at the
hospital they had found nothing untoward.

A number of years
moving through the
property
chain
allowed them to buy
and operate a sea
front
hotel
in
Margate,
Kent.
Rita’s first marriage
to Denis dissolved
and she met the
man with whom she
would spend the
remainder of her
life, George Brown,
a native of Kent but
who had spent a
vast number of
years in Australia. Their 1982 wedding would be
the final gathering of so many ageing aunts and
uncles from both sides of our parental heritage.
Indeed, many a childhood memory was revisited
that day.

I said I would phone her the following day to see
how she was. Well, I never got the opportunity,
early the following morning I received a call from
George to say that he had just found Rita dead in
bed. The shock can never be described in words.
On ringing George I still expect Rita to pick up the
phone, a cheerful greeting for her kid brother.
Naturally she will be in my memory for the rest of
my life and I will miss her every day.

Keith Woods








'Tales From The Woods'
Promotions
in conjunction with Rock'n'Roll
Weekenders presents on

Sunday 12th February 2006,
doors 7:30 pm

On the move again to a new home in Lincolnshire
where Rita worked as a cook in a nursing home.
At home she nursed our mother through her long
and sad decline.

at The Water Rats Theatre Bar, 328
Gray’s Inn Road, Kings Cross,
London. (5 mins. walk from rail/tube)

the wild man of Rock’n’Roll,
the legendary

BARRENCE
WHITFIELD
backed by the Hemsby House Band
with horn section, plus support band,
The Houserockers.
Tickets £15
Book in advance to avoid disappointment

With two of her children married, Martin and his
wife Shula by now had a daughter Eleanor
resident in Kent, Annette married to Steven living
in West London, Rita and George decided to
move back to Kent to be closer to the children and
their families where she would spend the final few
years of her life.

Telephone/Fax: 020 8460 6941
Mobile: 07941 540574
© Paul Harris
Email: keithwoods25@hotmail.com or
TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Or write to: 25 Queen Anne Avenue,
Bromley, Kent BR2 0SA

I spoke to Rita on the phone the afternoon before
the night she died. I had intended to pop down on
the train and see her. “Don’t come down,” she
said, “I feel bloody awful” before going on to
explain that she had spent much of the night prior
20

JERRY LEE LEWIS –
BIRTHDAY CHOICE

had run its course.
High School Confidential / Fools Like Me.
Contrasting double sider from 1958. Driving
rocker with a knockout intro coupled with a superb
country ballad from Jack Clement.
Lewis Boogie. Jerry Lee’s calling card, self
penned, apparently whilst flying home from the
Australian tour. Good lyrics and performance.
I’ll Make It All Up To You. Nice Charlie Rich
song with fine vocals that appeared on the flip of
Break Up. Rarely covered, although cousin
Mickey Gilley put it on his Astra/Paula album.
Lovin’ Up A Storm / Big Blon’ Baby. Another
great double-sided rocker. Although there was
trouble brewing, it seemed like the man could do
no wrong.
Let’s Talk About Us. Undervalued Otis Blackwell
song that Jerry saw fit to re-record in 1968.
Remained uncovered (I think) until Dave
Edmunds made a good fist of it in the ‘70s.
Little Queenie. A minor hit for Chuck Berry in
April ’59. This cover easily outshines the original,
with Jerry sounding even more lascivious than
Mister Berry himself. A blueprint for controlled
excitement.
Old Black Joe. Great rendition of the old Stephen
Foster composition. A favourite
among J.L.L. fans and only
available on SUN/LONDON singles
for many years.
What’d I Say. A brief return to the
charts with a splendid cover of the
Ray Charles opus. For me, it will
always be a classic Jerry Lee Lewis
record.
Cold Cold Heart. A strange follow
up to the above, but yet another
faultless Hank Williams song.
After the success of What’d I Say,
Jerry recorded a stew of recent R &
B material with a view to another hit
single. Everything from Save the
Last Dance For Me to Hello
Josephine was committed to tape.
The best from these sessions was Barrett
Strong’s Money, which appeared as SUN 371
and also on the second album Greatest. Jerry Lee
was touring the U.K. when both the Beatles and
Ben Elliot and the Fenmen were reviving this
number. A London/American single release would
have been an intelligent move at the time, a
missed opportunity methinks.
When he wasn’t touring, Jerry must have spent a
lot of his waking hours fooling around in the SUN
studios, with, thank the good Lord, the tapes
running. Convinced that everything he played was
destined for the charts, “It’s a hit Mr. Phillips”, he
would run through standards such as Lucky Old
Sun – marvellous, pump up some old time
country, Crawdad Song, Deep Elem Blues,
Hand Me Down My Walking Cane, Night Train
To Memphis, or rock it out on the likes of
Milkshake Mademoiselle. How lucky we were.
The Hole He Said He’d Dig For Me was a

Against all odds, the killer reached seventy in
September. I decided to toast the event, then
started to list seventy Jerry Lee tracks that I
wouldn’t want to be without. Sounds easy enough
doesn’t it? Until, that is, you find yourself with a
shortlist of 108 no less!
Before I go any further, I have to thank ‘Now Dig
This editor’ Trevor Cajiao for the idea. He did the
same for Johnny Cash back in 2002 – cheers
Trev. It’s a personal choice, so regrets, but no
apologies for missing out anyone’s favourites.
Feedback however, would be appreciated through
the letters page.
As good as they are, I decided to leave out the
‘live’ recordings and concentrate on 70 studio
cuts. So, loosely in chronological order, here we
go.
Crazy Arms. Released in late
’56, this was Jerry’s first single
for the Sun label. It immediately
showed an ability to breathe new
life into a song that had been a
huge country hit for Ray Price
earlier in the year.
Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On.
Originally an R & B hit for Big
Maybelle in ’55, it became a
different song altogether in Jerry
Lee’s hands. Massive hit record
and long time show closer. “The
ultimate
in
Rock’n’Roll
abandonment,” said John Lennon
– quite right sir.
Great Balls of Fire. Just piano
and drums and clocking in at a little under two
minutes. Worldwide number one record,
Rock’n’Roll, as good as it gets.
You Win Again. ‘B’ side of the above and one of
the finest Hank Williams covers ever recorded.
Rarely left out of a live performance.
Mean Woman Blues. London American records
chose this as an alternative flipside to Great Balls
of Fire, thereby giving U.K. buyers one of the
finest Rock’n’Roll double siders ever. Why Sam
Phillips didn’t issue this superb track as a Sun
single remains a mystery to me.
Breathless. Somewhat gimmicky, but powerful
rocker from the pen of Otis Blackwell, who had
previously co-written Great Balls of Fire.
Down the Line. Flip side of Breathless. This
song, as Go, Go, Go, was a fairly mediocre Roy
Orbison ‘B’ side (Sun 242) transformed by Jerry
Lee’s pumpin’ piano into something special, it
remained a stage favourite long after Breathless
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favourite ‘B’ side of mine, recorded during the first
SMASH sessions when Jerry re-cut his hits for the
new label in 1963.
Memphis Beat (45 version) A return to the
relocated SUN studios for a cracking single that
deserved a better placing in the charts.
Got You On My Mind / Mathilda. Recorded in
early ’65 but released two years apart on the
albums Return of Rock and Memphis Beat
respectively, these were fine versions of ‘swamp
pop’ classics. Colin Escott, in his informative Bear
Family booklet, tells us that Jerry Lee toured with
Cookie and the Cupcakes in the late ‘50s and
probably recalled these songs from that period.
Country Songs for City Folks, a good album, but
without one original number, just a curiosity to the
record buying public. County Music had to wait a
couple more years to embrace Jerry Lee Lewis.
The highlights amongst the mostly recent covers
were City Lights and Green Green Grass of
Home. Long time fan Tom Jones owes a debt for
his own cover of the latter; it may just have saved
a faltering career.
But for the change of direction, Soul My Way
could well have been Jerry’s last album for
SMASH records, and the title alone would not
have pleased his diehard European followers
back in 1967. It isn’t a bad album actually, I
remember playing it a lot at the time. Holding On
became another good ‘B’ side (last single on the
Philips label?) whilst Wedding Bells, cut at the
first SMASH session, is favourable to the later
‘70s version. Incidentally, there are some serious
downhome vocals on these two numbers: check
out the diction on ‘chances’ on the former and
‘children’ on the latter.
The Jerry Chestnut composition, Another Place,
Another Time, marked Jerry Lee’s second
coming. A good song and flawless vocal gave
Jerry and Mercury records a deserved hit on the
country charts.
The follow up, What’s Made Milwaukee Famous
/ All The good Is Gone, was a double sided gem
which spawned a run of singles and albums that
were so good and so very welcome.
The Country Music Hall of Fame Vols. 1 and 2
saw Jerry cruising through a couple of dozen
standards with mostly good results. I particularly
liked Four Walls and Fraulein from these
sessions. The U.K. Oprey magazine gave positive
reviews at the time, stating: “Jerry Lee Lewis’
performance on these albums is not far short of
superb. This is country music at its very, very
best. If you still think that Jerry Lee Lewis is a
Rock’n’Roll singer, then just listen to any one of
these 24 tracks and if you still think its pop music,
then buddy, there can be no such thing as country
music.”
‘A honey of a single’ read the Mercury ad. in
Record Mirror for To Make Love Sweeter for
You. Jerry performed this on the Tom Jones show

and it was the opening track on the album She
Still Comes Around (To Love What’s Left Of
Me). A fine release, which also included the
Kenneth Lovelace penned Out of My Mind,
Listen, They’re Playing My Song, and the old
Webb Pierce hit There Stands The Glass.
She Even Woke Me Up To Say Goodbye is
perhaps Mickey Newbury’s best song and
arguably Jerry Lee’s finest moment. The album of
the same name was rarely off my deck back in
1970. Jimmie Rodgers’ Waiting For A Train was
so good, as was Chuck’s Brown Eyed
Handsome Man. Best of the covers though, has
to be Merle Haggards’ Workin’ Man Blues. The
improvisation on this number speaks volumes for
the man’s talent, and he sounds to be having the
time of his life in the studio. “Fade it out” cries
Jerry to the engineer, what a shame, he should
have boogied away for another minute at least.
Writer and fan Jim Newcombe was allegedly
present at this session, if so, one lucky man.
Too Much To Gain To Lose is a track from Jerry
Lee’s self produced gospel album, In Loving
Memories. Recorded shortly after his mother’s
death, it was a heartfelt if not a total success.
Never released in the U.K. and soon deleted in
the states, it’s ripe for a 2 on 1 CD, coupled with
Touching Home maybe. She Even Woke Me Up
To Say Goodbye was a hard act to follow;
therefore There Must Be More To Love Than This
album seemed lacklustre at the time. However, I’d
always liked the song Reuben James and Jerry
turns in a cracking hot gospel version. Kris
Kristofferson’s Help Me Make It Through The
Night was a nice surprise on the 1971 Touching
Home album, true to the original and sung in style.
Me and Bobby McGee, recorded later that year
was anything but true to the original. Recorded by
artists as diverse as Janis Joplin and Bill Haley.
Jerry turns it into a masterpiece and must have
had KK grinning from ear to ear. Bobby McGee
was coupled with Would You Take Another
Chance On Me, which became the title of the
next album. This was a solid release that included
Lonesome Fiddle Man, giving anchorman Ken
Lovelace a much-deserved chance to shine.
The Killer Rocks On was a hastily assembled (i.e.
thrown together) album that cashed in on the
crossover success of Bobby McGee and Chantilly
Lace. Bizarrely, it is still Jerry’s best selling album
of all time, though there’s little to recommend it.
He comes up trumps on Walk A Mile In My
Shoes mind: one of my favourite Joe South
compositions that I fondly recall Jerry opening a
show with in 1987.
The London Sessions didn’t do much for me in
1973 and I still feel the same 32 years later. ‘Too
many cooks spoil the rock’ wrote Charlie Gillet in
the music press of the time, my thoughts exactly.
Here are however, a couple of tracks that deserve
inclusion here. The Charlie Rich tune No
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Headstone On My Grave is a total gas whilst
Jerry and Co. hit such a groove on Drinkin’ Wine
Spo-Dee-O-Dee, rightly chosen for release as a
single.
Mama’s Hands and Keep Me From Blowing
Away come from the July ’73 sessions that
produced both the Sometimes A Memory and 140 Country albums. These recordings were
swamped with Cam Mullins’ string arrangements
that suited Jerry Lee not one bit. More’s the pity.
As realised before in these pages (Kristof Fabry
'TFTW' no 21) there’s some great anguished
vocal performances here.
The Old Country Church is a gospel number
from the Country Class Album. Jerry makes it
sound autobiographical by reminiscing about the
Assembly of God church in Ferriday, Louisiana lovely. I thought the album’s strongest track to be
The One Rose That’s Left In My Heart, a
performance of an old Jimmie Rodgers’ tune that
is perfection, even by Jerry Lee Lewis’ standards.
The Huey Meaux produced Southern Roots album
was not the success it could have been. Stories
abound of more than the usual amount of alcohol
being consumed at these sessions. Carl Perkins
recalled turning up to play, only to find the studio
littered with bottles and Jerry asleep on top of the
piano. Some of the chosen material didn’t suit
Jerry Lee, but the suggestive Meat Man is a
rockin’ riot and I love the lazy Dixieland feel of Big
Blue Diamond.
The Troy Seals song of Boogie Woogie Country
Man was a good rockin’ single and album that
sister Linda Gail has recently picked up on, with
the obvious gender change. A great record.
Middle Aged Crazy was a perfect vehicle for
Jerry Lee that he showcased on the 1978 U.K.
tour along with I’ll Find It Where I Can, a
successful stab at outlaw country, a la Waylon
Jennings. Come On In is a fine performance from
the Country Memories album. A good but
penultimate release from the 14-year stint with
Mercury records.
Jerry sang Who Will The Next Fool Be on his
first ‘live’ album. It’s a great Charlie Rich song that
was committed to tape for the first Elektra release
in 1979.
Dorothy and the Tin Man meet the Killer. Over
The Rainbow was a real treat, gorgeous piano
and a deserved hit for the new label. Who Will
Buy The Wine. This was on Jerry Lee’s first ever
album, but I prefer this version. His then worldweary voice is more suited to the song and pure
barroom country music was a rare commodity in
1980. I Only Want A Buddy Not A Sweetheart
finds Jerry way down south, Dixie blues – superb.

“Required reading” - John Broven.
Well here we go with some more soul cuisine hot
from the kitchen stove.

THE COMPLETE RADIANTS and
MAURICE AND MAC STORY

The Radiants, one of Chicago finest soul groups
to emerge in the sixties, never achieved the status
of so many others soul vocal groups. They put
down some great soul performances, but they
always seem to have been in the shadow of other
groups. But their music speaks for itself, leaving a
legacy of goodies.
The story of the Radiants begins in church around
1956, when Maurice McAlister and Leonard
Caston Jnr along with Barbara Caston and
Richard Dickerson assembled a gospel quartet
called the Golden Gospeltones. This adventure
was short lived and McAlister and Caston went on
to join the young peoples choir of the Greater
Harvest Baptist Church, one of the biggest black
churches in Chicago. Caston was the organist and
McAlister became one of the soloists.
In 1960 McAlister distilled a vocal group from
members of the choir, called the Troubadors.
McAlister took lead, with Wallace Sampson
baritone, Jerome Brooks second tenor, Elzie
Butler bass and Charles Washington first tenor.
Caston had been drafted into the army so was
unable to join. The group initially sang gospel in
local churches, but similar to the Womack
Brothers secular material was slowly creeping into
their act, doo wop and popular group sounds of
the day, the likes of the Spaniels and Drifters.
Childhood friend of McAlister, Green 'Mac'
McLauren replaced Washington.

That’s it. Seventy tracks in honour of the birthday
boy. All the best Killer.
Steve Howarth

By 1961 the group had changed their name to the
Radiants and had given up on gospel completely.
Managed by Butler’s uncle Lee Jackson, they set
about cutting some demos of some original songs
written by McAlister. They started touting the
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finished demos around various record companies
to no avail. A chance meeting, via a friend, with
Leonard Chess found him impressed by the
product and he signed the group to his Chess
label. The group recorded their first session in
May 1962 and had their debut release in August
of that year. 'Father Knows Best' was the Miracles’
'Shop Around' revisited b/w a great hypnotic
medium tempo doo wopish number 'One Day I'll
Show You' Chess 1832. They scored an
immediate success, breaking big in Chicago,
before spreading regionally to a sizeable R&B hit.
On this minor success the group were booked for
the Apollo and prestige night club tours.

alerted us soul freaks in the UK to this brilliant
soul group.
To follow up the massive hit was no problem, as
in early 1965 they released a masterpiece in
interactive group soul with 'It Ain't No Big Thing'
b/w 'I Got A Girl' Chess 1925. Repeating the
formula of 'Voice Your Choice' again along
Impressions avenue, but distinctive enough to
give them a unique sound. The vocal interplay and
flux of voices in and out of the musical mix is quite
majestic. This was another national hit,
surpassing Voice, peaking 14 R&B, although it
only nibbled the pop one hundred. Another big hit
around this time was Tony Clarke's 'The
Entertainer' featuring none other than the
Radiants on backing vocals.

Meanwhile members of the Radiants had never
left the Greater Harvest Baptist Church choir. In
late 1962 the choir recorded an album on Savoy's
Sharp label. One single was taken from the album
'What A Difference In My Life' b/w 'Without God'
Sharp 632, became a hit in gospel circles. The
group’s secular activities saw them in early 1963
quit the church choir and concentrate on the
group.

'Whole Lot Of Woman' b/w 'Tomorrow' Chess
1939 was the group’s next released in 1965, a
Major Lance type floater faired well in Chicago but
failed to ignite elsewhere. The b side is a tasty mid
tempo ballad.
After 'Whole Lot Of Woman' Caston decided to
leave the group to move full time in house at
Chess studios as producer, writer and session
musician. Caston was replaced by James
Jameson who appeared with McAlister and
Sampson on the next release in March 1966, an
average Motownish 'Baby You've Got It' b/w 'I
Want To Thank You Baby' Chess 1954. A strange
release which has McAlister on lead throughout
supported not only by the other two guys but also
a female chorus, which featured Minnie Riperton,
an attempt by Chess to propel McAlister out front.
Not surprisingly lead singer and principal
songwriter McAlister left after 'Baby You've Got It'
initially to become a solo artist, which left the
Radiants a bit adrift.

In February 1963 the group followed up with a
great melodic gem 'Heartbreak Society',
McAlister's gospel inspired vocals backed up by
the other guys chanting "heart...breeaak", is pure
soul magic. Flipped with 'Please Don't Leave Me'
Chess 1849, alas failed to make much of an
impact.
McLauren was drafted into the US army so Frank
McCollum joined the group by winning his
replacement audition. The group’s next release in
October 1963 was a lolloping rocker with an early
Motown feel 'Shy Guy' b/w 'I'm in love' Chess
1872 which had more success, crossing over, at
least in Chicago, where it made the top 40 radio
station’s play lists and became a hit in the city's
dance halls. In March 1964 the Radiants came out
with a chugging feverish dance number, again a
Miracles styled 'I Gotta Dance To Keep My Baby'
b/w 'Noble The Bargain Man' Chess 1887, not one
of their better offerings. After this record the group
fell into disarray and broke up.

Chess had recorded a group called the
Confessions in 1965. The group had a terrific
gospel lead in Mitchell Bullock, whose voice was
uncannily similar to McAlister's, but before their
debut single '(Don't It Make You Feel) Kinda Bad'
could be released they broke up. So Chess had
one exceptional lead singer in Bullock and a
punctured Radiants. The Radiants name was still
a marketable asset, so Billy Davis suggested
Bullock join Sampson and Jameson, plus the
addition of Victor Caston to formed the new
Radiants.

Leonard Caston, now discharged from the army,
joins up with McAlister and Simpson to reinvent
the Radiants as a three man vocal group.
McAlister as a writer was gaining much attention
with other Chess artists, penning 'Soulful Dress'
for Sugar Pie DeSanto being one. This new
inaugurated line up relaunched with a thud when
they released in November 1964 'Voice Your
Choice' b/w 'If I Only Had You' Chess 1904. This
Chicago soul classic needs no introduction, as the
three harmonised sweetly and exchanged lead
lines, as proved so popular with the Impressions,
becoming the group’s most successful nationwide
hit, 51 pop and 16 R&B on Billboard charts, and

Their first release in late 1966 was the doomed
Confessions ditty '(Don't It Make You) Feel Kinda
Bad' was an emotionally sung wailer, flipped with
Maxine Brown's 'Anything You Do Is Alright'
Chess 1986, which was a sizeable hit reaching 47
R&B.
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Leonard Caston wrote and produced the group’s
next three releases. 'The Clown Is Clever' b/w
'Don't Take Your Love' Chess 2021 in August
1967 was rather lame and failed to make an
impact. But the next release, in early 1968, was
an inspirational offering with Bullock's intense
vocals soaring beautifully over the other guys.
'Hold On' b/w 'I'm Glad I'm The Loser' Chess 2037
which gives the group another R&B hit reaching
35, even creeping into the pop charts for a couple
of weeks. The next record in October 1968 'Tears
Of A Clown' b/w 'I'm Just A Man' Chess 2057 was
surprisingly, after the previous blockbuster, flimsy.

to Rick Hall's Muscle Shoals studio in Alabama to
get an act together and record. Maurice and Mac
debuted in 1967 on Checker 1179 with a soulful
revival of Ben E King's, 'So Much Love' b/w 'Try
Me' this failed to generate any excitement and
went unnoticed.
The disc that introduced the duo to the public, was
a remake of Barbara Lynn's, 'You Left The Water
Running', written by Rick Hall, O Francis and Dan
Penn, followed through as their masterpiece, and
has to be one of the best Southern soul
recordings ever. A mid-paced dance number with
an interesting arrangement and the sort of vocal
gymnastics that Sam and Dave were popularising,
literally exploding from the compelling shuffling
track, that reaches its climax with a gut wrenching
"Lord Have Mercy". This classic was a deserving
big Southern hit in March 1968, but failed to break
nationally. In contrast the flip 'You're The One'
Checker 1197 was a slow impassioned ballad,
which, but for the secular lyrics, would have
passed as a lifting gospel performance.

Chess teamed the Radiants up with producer and
writer Bobby Miller, who was hot at the time with
the Dells. March 1969 sees this collaboration
appear on disc with what seems like a Dell reject
'Choo Choo'/'Ida Mae Foster' Chess 2066. Miller
may have been sailing with the Dells but failed to
ignite any life into a rapidly declining Radiants.
The next couple of releases would have been
better off left in the can. A cover of the Monotones
'Book Of Love'/'Another Mule Is Kicking In Your
Stall' Chess 2078 and their final release for Chess
in late 1969 'Shadow Of A Doubt'/'I'm Glad I'm Not
A Loser' Chess 2083, were very lacklustre and
failed commercially.

Next up in the same year was an impressive
lurching soul ballad 'Lean On Me' b/w 'Why Don't
You Try Me' Checker 1206 which failed to
succeed as its predecessor had. They released
five more singles over the next few years, strongly
influenced by the Memphis Stax sound, some gut
wrenching soul, some disappointing. 'Lay It On
Me'/'What Am I Gonna Do' Checker 1218, 'Oh
What A Time'/'Baby You're The One' Checker
1224, 'Kick My Dog And I'll Kick Your Cat'/'But
You Know I Love You' Checker 1232, 'You Can't
Say I Didn't Try'/'Lay It On Me' Chess 2102.
Receiving no support from Chess, they were
never really able to repeat their initial success,
albeit minor, and slowly slid back into obscurity.
They broke up in 1972, but not before one final
release 'Use Your Good Thing'/'Ain't No Harm To
Moan' Brown Sugar 0103.

The Radiants recorded one more forty five, 'My
Sunshine Girl'. This outing has a real warm
summer feel, uplifting strings abound on this
classy dancer, which is very reminiscent of Otis
Leavill at his best. The flip is the classic 'Don't
Wanna Face The Truth' which came out on
Twinight Records 153 in 1971. After this forty five
the group broke up.
As far as I know Chess never released an album
by the group. Their material can be found on
various
compilations.
THE
SINGLES
COLLECTION was released by Rack 'O' Ribs in
2000 and is worth seeking out.

McAlister's
soulful
high
pitch
wailing
counterpointed by McLauren's deeper testifying
gospel shouting created some of the greatest
deep Southern soul ever recorded. McAlister then
went into the commercial jingle business, and
occasional drifted in and out of writing and
performing.

MAURICE AND MAC
Meanwhile back to 1966. When Maurice McAlister
left the Radiants in mid 1966, his intention, initially,
was to become a solo artist, and to cut down his
involvement in the music business and devote
more time to his family. At the end of 1966
Maurice McAlister did release his debut, and only
solo single shortly after leaving the group, a
punchy forgettable 'Baby Hang On' b/w 'I'd Rather
Do It Myself' Chess 1988.

LEONARD CASTOR JNR
After a spell in the back rooms at the Chess
studios he moved to Motown in 1968. As was the
case at Motown they captured all the available
talent, rather than leave them left them to float
around the business until an opportunity arose,
which was the case in 1971. Teaming up with
Eddie Kendricks as writer and producer he had a
string of hits on Kendrick's including his biggy
'Keep On Trucking'. Away from Motown he

Around this time Southern Soul duos such as
Sam & Dave and James & Bobby Purify were
popular and doing extremely well chart wise.
Green McLauren who had now returned from his
stint in the army hooked up with McAlister to form
the duo Maurice and Mac. The pair made the trip
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hooked up as touring organist for the Rev. C L
Franklin gospel choir. In the choir he met a young
lady, Ms Carolyn Majors who joins Caston at
Motown as a session singer. The pair, now
married, in 1975 collaborated on an album called
CASTON AND MAJORS, a strange mix of gospel
soul fusion. A single from the album 'Child Of
God' was released in the UK only. He continued to
compose, arrange and produce, but commercially
nothing really materialised. He continued to be
involved in the church where he became music
director at the New Revelation church in
Pasadena.

really, loaded with plenty of Kleenex material. With
a title like 'My Pillow Stays Wet' you would expect
a near suicidal offering, and that’s what Oscar
Irwin is all about, depressing brass backed deep
soul. More up-tempo though is a driving delight
from Johnny Soul with his 'Lonely Man'. The
Alabamian soul heavy weight Sam Dees pops in
with 'Lonely For You Baby', naturally a stand out.
When it comes to recording quality deeeep soul
these two guys can do no wrong. Reuben Bell with
his brilliant melancholy 'It's Too Late' and the
more bluesy Big John Hamilton who contributes
three strong numbers 'I Have No One', I'm Getting
It From Her' and 'How Much Can A Man Take'.
This staunch Southern soul man's tortured
offerings are very welcome indeed, his deep
baritone can crack a vase at forty paces.

WALLACE SAMPSON
On the break-up of the group he found God big
time and was very much involved with various
churches. He had a change of heart though, as
around 1977 he started dabbling in song writing
and formed a new group of Radiants called the
Nu-Radiants, along with earlier member James
Jameson This project never really left the starting
blocks.

The ladies are well represented, Doris Allen's
stunning chestnut 'Shell Of A Woman' needs no
introduction. On the verge of suicide, she chomps
and spits out every single word on this
heavyweight. Or check out recent London visitor
Bettye Lavette's powerful, 'He Made A Woman
Out Of Me', her customary dynamism is class,
class, class.

CD REVIEW OF 2005
Wrapped in a big woolly jumper, the central
heating on full blast, Jack Frost nipping at my
toes, so it must be time to speed back over the
year and find out where my pocket money has
gone. There really has been a lot of good stuff out
this year. But time and space will only allow me to
spotlight, in my opinion, some of the must haves
released during 2005.

Other featured deep soul stalwarts that need no
introduction are, Johnny Adams, Danny White,
Eddy Giles, and Mickey Murray. These respected
gents seldom fail to conjure up and deliver the
deep soul goods.
A fair majority of these dusty gems should be
familiar to all, but a lot do make their first
appearance on CD, including a handful of
unearthed obscurities. So this special gathering
puts all this incredible soul in one place. An utterly
compelling historical journey through Southern
soul.

SOUTHERN SOUL
SHOWCASE...
CRYIN’ IN THE
STREETS...
Kent 243.

THE OVATIONS
Featuring LOUIS
WILLIAMS...
GOLDWAX
RECORDINGS...
Kent 246

This
time
Kent
mines
Nashville's
SSS
International
group of
labels.
SSS was formed in 1967 by Shelby Singleton, and
was to become one of the major purveyors of
Southern and deep soul music. This first look at
SSS vaults on CD spans the whole gamut of
Southern Soul, including plenty of deep
heartbreaking wrist slashers, covering the label’s
golden period 1967 to 1970.

So was this eagerly
awaited
release
worth
the wait?
Yepp. Kent's deal
for access to the Goldwax label has already given
us a couple of exceptional compilations, and three
James Carr beauties. So now its time for The
Ovations to step forward. Featuring both sides of
their nine Goldwax singles, nine from the
Japanese Vivid Sound albums, alternate takes
and a further four previously un-released gems.
Recordings that date from the mid to late sixties,
by probably one of the best vocal groups to come

The pick of the bunch for me must be to listen
once more to George Perkins & The Silver Stars’
powerful version of 'Cryin' In The Streets' with his
spiritual tormented tribute to the late Dr Martin
Luther King and is quite rightly an acknowledged
classic.
Other programme highlights include - well, all of it
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out of Memphis. This superlative twenty six track
collection focuses on the group’s five year stint
with the label.

ten R&B and fifty POP, a true double sided soul
gem. 'To The Other Woman' Duke sings about
the hurt of being caught in a love triangle, "to the
other woman, I'm the other woman", in this case,
the other woman is his wife, she's no number two,
but deep down she realises that one day...."I know
that one day, I'll be just the other woman", deep
soul perfection. 'Feet Start Walking' was the follow
up and also sold well. A typical tale, Doris turning
up at her man’s house, you can guess, he's
entertaining another woman, so feet start walking.
The rest of the LOSER album covers similar
ground, which as with much of Jerry Williams’
work is a concept album, this being a woman's
perspective of adultery, divorce, betrayal,
jealousy, heartbreak, and nasty men. Williams’
words and production are transcribed by Duke’s
gritty delivery as she trawls through the gutters of
life. It's a devastating piece of work, littered with
painful adult only deep soul gems.

Lead singer Louis Williams has to be the best
Sam Cooke similarity there has ever been, who in
terms of mannerisms, timbre and phrasing bore
an uncanny resemblance to the legend. The
group were formed shortly after Sam Cooke's
departure with Goldwax, hoping to capitalise on
this. Under label boss Quinton Claunch's direction
the group released some attractive sides,
indebted to the sweet gospel inflections of Cooke
and the Soul Stirrers. Their two R&B hits 'It's
Wonderful To Be In love' and 'Me And My
Imagination' have that amiable jogalong Cooke
sound.
So much good tackle is featured here I'll just poke
at a few fav's. The swaying 'I Believe I'll Go Back
Home' where the Williams Cooke mould is
distinguished by Impressions influenced William
Young and Nathan Lewis harmonies. 'I'm Living
Good' has the superb harmonious group back up
again and soulful lead singing.

Duke gets a call from Swamp to do another
album. Wary of her previous experiences, lack of
royalties etc, she takes the chance and A
LEGEND IN HER OWN TIME was born in 1972.
Although not as strong as, I'M A LOSER, it
certainly rates as a top soul album. With some
tremendous mega country soul ballads, like 'Bad
Water', a brilliant remake of 'By The Time I Get To
Phoenix', a bleating vocal display on 'It Sure Was
Fun' all add up to essential. Stand out track to me
is 'If She's Your Wife (Who Am I)' a typical Jerry
Williams love triangle tale, which gives Duke
plenty of meat to chew on. This time the other
woman gets to do the washing, have the babies
etc, "I work two jobs, to help you keep your home
and mine" etc, achingly brilliant. Duke’s strong
expressive voice again doing full justice to more
gripping material.

Slick ballads aplenty, 'Happiness' and 'You Had
Your Choice' have a distinct Ovation sound of
their own, simply pure soul. 'Lets Stick Together'
is a mid tempo floater delight, group soul at its
best. Louis Williams’ wonderfully expressive lead
vocals shine on other subtle melodies, 'Ride My
Troubles And Blues Away' and 'Peace Of Mind'.
'Dance Party', 'Don't Cry' and the Latin flavoured
'Adios Senorita' keep the soul pot boiling. 'I've
Gotta Go' is an easy going bluesy ballad, and
'They Say' slants towards the Northern dance
floors. This comprehensive compilation of the
Ovations’ work is simply superb.

Under the name of Doris Willingham her obscure
Jay Boy single 'You Can’t Do That'/'Lost Again'
sees the light of day for the first time in 36 years,
and good it is too, with her gospel roots to the
fore. All this goodness on one CD. A fantastic
deep soul jaunt and then some. A mandatory
archival package.

DORIS DUKE....
I'M A LOSER...
Kent 242
I'M A LOSER is regarded
by many as one of the
greatest deep soul vinyl
albums of all time. Well on
this fantastic release you get that, plus A LEGEND
IN HER OWN TIME, also her Jayboy single, and
an un-released track, all crammed onto one CD.
So what more do you want? Nearly all these
tracks were recorded under the control of R&B
legend Jerry Williams Jr, aka Swamp Dogg, who
drags the emotional interpretation of his words out
of Duke to create some of the greatest Southern
soul music every recorded.

HOMER BANKS....
HOOKED BY LOVE...
EMI Stateside 7243
Soulboy only brings you
the best, and you can’t
get better than this
fabulous revisit to Homer
Banks’ Minit label recordings. He released only
the five Minit singles, so the rest of the package is
drawn from ten recently discovered unissued
recordings, there's more to come apparently.

From the LOSER album, released as a single, 'To
The Other Woman' (I'm The Other Woman)/'I
Don't Care Anymore' was her biggest hit, both top
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As a renowned singer, songwriter he played a
pivotal role in the evolution of Southern Soul
music. Known for his work with several Memphis
based artists, Luther Ingram's 'If Lovin' You Is
Wrong (I Don't Want To Be Right)’ was one of
many co-written compositions.

about the label, which adds to the pleasure of this
important release.
Mirwood was set up in 1965 by Randy Wood,
achieving in its four year lifetime a few hits, but the
majority of releases got lost in the pile, but not up
in the North of England, where the label was
revered by its obscurity and the right musical
groove to set the Northern scene alight, and
probably lays claim to be the Northern soul fan’s
definitive label.

As the singer he signed to Minit in 1966, and
along with Hayes and Porter at the helm he laid
down tracks that have by now become true sixties
soul classics, and his best known work, 'Hooked
By Love'. The pulsating '60 Minutes Of Your Love',
along with his rasping vocals, fiery girlie backing,
over a jogging rhythm has to be one of the
greatest soul recordings of all time. And of course
the much covered, driving horn lead blistering
stormer, 'A Lot Of Love'. All included here.

The music is a fabulous compilation that features
the best, although Jackie Lee's ‘Duck’, the label’s
biggest hit is missing. Of the output between 1965
and 1968, this offers a brilliant overview of the
label. In the main the Hollywood Mirwood label
had all the ingredients for the Northern soul
scene, fast and furious with just the right middle
breaks for the adopted dancers, and soaring
vocals. The majority of artists on display are
lesser known, or the material anyway. But that's
where the extensive liner notes come into play,
placing names to specific connections and
suddenly they are not strangers anymore.

So what else do we have? Well for starters an
intense smouldering deep soul offering in 'A Poor
Man’s Son', which opens with the lines "The
streets was my playground, tears was my toys",
which has Banks straining every chord in his rich
throaty vocals, phew. Another fabulous tortured
deep ballad 'Foolish Hearts Break Fast' is full of
sadness and pain, perfectly expressing the depth
of emotion in his voice, almost cracking at times,
you can almost taste the salt in his tears. 'Fighting
So Hard To Win' is another deep ballad full of self
pity and pain. 'Sometimes It Makes Me Want To
Cry' soars into desperate mournful whoops and
wails.

Some long time favourites do make a welcome
appearance, the rollicking classic by The
Olympics 'Baby Do The Philly Dog', this up tempo
gem is dominated by Fred Smith’s rhythmically
pounding razor sharp arrangement, and soaring
vocals, which in the main dominate throughout the
set. Richard Temple's 'That Beatin' Rhythm' is a
tremendous kind of laid back bouncy number with
some incredible vocals that have you returning to
the track in disbelief, brilliant. A newly discovered
track by Bobby (Bob and Earl) Garrett called
'Keep It Coming', a rewrite of the Olympics’
'Exclusively Mine', is quite excellent, as is his KFC
featured 'I Cant Get Away'.

On 'Release Me Now' his tortured vocals lead to
new levels of pain. The chunky driving 'Must Be
Something You Gave Me' is another exceptional
performance, as is the strutting 'Lucky Loser',
which has also been recorded by Willie Walker
and James Carr, where our man at last finds
some happiness as he sings about losing his
heart to a new love. The Stax style 'Lady Of Stone'
has long been a favourite, superb mid-tempo soul
punctuated with trademark Memphis horns. This
is a powerful and stunning set of down home
rugged soul. Essential.

A couple of regulars make an appearance, an
imposing classy piece of music in Jackie Lee's
'Oh My Darling', and Curtis Lee's 'Is She In Your
Town' are worth the price of admission alone.
Time to catch your breath half way through with
an unhurried, crafted mid pacer from Bob & Earl,
harmonising in the best Impression tradition on
'Baby Your Time Is My Time'. The set is rounded
out by The Performers’ 'I Can't Stop You' an
irresistible powerhouse meaty stomper that's best
played loud.

THE MIRWOOD
SOUL STORY....
KENT 237
You can always
rely on Kent to
keep
releasing
excellent CDs and
this offering is no
exceptions. This is
Kent's first dig into
the legendary soul label. Lovingly put together by
Ady and comes with the most voluminous booklet
ever, tracing the label’s fascinating history, and
everything else you wanted to know, or didn't,

So if you have a foot in Northern or require
nostalgia jerking then you will relish the menu
here. One of my favourite finds of 2005.
FRED SMITH
Mirwood house producer Fred Smith sadly passed
on earlier this year. Smith's name is on virtually
every Mirwood and related release. He worked
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with Bumps Blackwell at Keene records, had his
own labels like Tempe, Mo-Soul and Keymen, and
was producer of 'Harlem Shuffle' for Bob & Earl
with whom he was closely associated, co-writing
and writing many of the duo's solo and duet cuts.
He was instrumental in the career of the
Olympics, both as writer and producer and had a
long association with the group. He was involved
with The Watts 103rd Street Rhythm Band who
have recently been the subject of a reissue series.

these ears, especially the ghastly patriotic last
track, obviously written before Katrina. Overall this
is great sprint back across time traditional soul
release, crossing the boundaries of country,
Southern funk, and gospelly churchy mid tempo
numbers. Nice one Ben, a triumphant return.
POTTED HISTORY
Benjamin Moore was born 7 August 1941 in
Atlanta, Georgia. In the early sixties he played
guitar with the Tams before joining Mighty Sam’s
backing band. Moving to Mobile Alabama he
hooked up with the Rounders. On record Ben's
voice can be heard for the first time on Jimmy Tig
and the Rounders’ 'Small Town Girl' Spar 1966.
After the Rounders broke up fellow member
Spence James and Moore formed a duo. Ben &
Spence released one single on Bell 'Hang Your
Head In Shame'. This duo soon split. In the early
seventies Ben's manager Papa Don Schroeder
paired James Purify with Ben to become the third
Bobby Purify. By now the 'I'm Your Puppet' and
'Shake A Tail Feather' hit period was well over.
Soon after teaming up James was imprisoned, so
Ben simply continued to be Bobby Purify touring
Europe and the States. Singing both parts he
released two Purifies albums YOU AND ME
TOGETHER FOREVER on Casablanca 1975 and
PURIFY BROS on Mercury in 1977.

BOBBY PURIFY...
BETTER TO HAVE
IT...
Proper
A surprise comeback
album, from the almost
forgotten Ben Moore
aka Bobby Purify, with
the kind of record they don't make anymore. So
after twenty years or so and thanks to UK Proper
Records Ben is shipped off to Dandy Studios,
Nashville to be re-baptised with a bucket load of
top notch compositions from the pen of Dan Penn,
Carson Whitsett and Hoy Lindsey, along with an
impressive who's who gathering of heavyweight
Southern musicians, Spooner Oldham and
Carson Whitsett on keyboards, Reggie Young and
Jimmie Johnson on guitar, David Hood on bass
and Bryan Owings on drums. Plus full horn and
string sections, and powerful backup vocals. So
with that lot Mr Purify's ripe gospel expressive rich
tenor can hardly go wrong. The results are a
marvellous Southern country soul set that takes
us back to when this sort of soul was the norm.

As Ben Moore he released a couple of singles for
Mercury and RCA. He recorded his first solo
album in 1979, strangely called PURIFIED, which
came out in the UK on DJM, which contains the
marvellous Max Merrit (who remembers him?)
composition 'Slippin Away', and the original
version of 'I Ain’t Got To Love Nobody Else'.
Ironically on the album sleeve he says goodbye to
Bobby Purify. He released a gospel album in 1982
HE BELIEVES IN ME, staying with gospel for
another album I'M COMING HOME ON THE
MORNING TRAIN 1984 on Mercury.

Produced by Dan Penn, track one 'Better To Have
It' sets the tone with a beautiful and touching
country slanted soul slowie, which reminds me of
the sort of material James Carr was releasing way
back then. Other ballads in a similar melodic soul
with a hint of country seasoning are the awesome,
'Testimony Of A Fool' and an impassioned leaving
ballad 'Hate To See You Go'. 'I'm Qualified' is a
superb horn heavy arranged R&B'ish up-beat toe
tapper. Ben's only contribution to the writing
credits is 'What's Old To You', a shuffling swayer,
based on a story what's old to you, is new to
somebody else.

Ben began suffering from glaucoma in the
nineties, losing his eyesight in 1998. Drawing
inspiration from other blind performers Ray
Charles and Stevie Wonder he continued to work,
mainly the Chitlin Circuit. And to bring us up to
date, in steps Proper Records.
Edsel records are swamping the market with
some superb pickings from the Philadelphia
international Records catalogue. So if you've
missed any of these gems over the years now is a
good time to catch up as most releases are twofers. Worth investigating are a couple from Jean
Carn featuring the albums JEAN CARN-HAPPY
TO BE WITH YOU and WHEN I FIND YOU
LOVE-SWEET AND WONDERFUL. Some of
Phyllis Hyman's best work in LIVING ALL ALONE
and PRIME OF MY LIFE. Four from Teddy
Pendergrass equals eight albums. Not forgetting

Other highlights are 'My Life To Live Over', a
powerful sing along churchy mover, 'You Make
Me Dig' is a rolling mid pacer, 'Nobody's Home' is
an emotional social tearful grower. 'The Pond' is
bleached in New Orleans soulful swamp, which is
an interesting tale about swamp critters that would
be better off in a gumbo.
There are a couple of lightweight crass squeaky
pop end of the genre things that do nothing to
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Bunny Sigler masterpiece MY MUSIC. My star
pick after Bunny is a marvellous compilation of
Philly greatness from The Trammps DISCO
CHAMPS PLUS. I have always thought the
wonderful Trammps, who helped ignite the disco
explosion of the seventies, are very underrated.
There was a lot more to this group than the hits,
'Hold Back The Night' and 'Disco Inferno' and lead
singer Jimmy Ellis sure has the pipes to put the
songs across.

around the stage, whipping the audience in call
and response interaction, discharging blistering
versions of the cream of TOP’s massive forty
years back catalogue, all the time aided by the
unbelievably tight four piece rhythm section, with
the crisp and dominating horns curling in and out,
with tons of solo space for each one to shine.
Founder members are at the helm Emilo 'Mimi'
Castillo on tenor sax, Steve 'Doc' Kupka with his
big nasty baritone sax, kneading in when required,
and Frank Rocco Prestia the
world’s baddest bass player.

Chess via Universal are back with plenty of repeat
performances. Everyone must have all the Chess
they need by now, but this extensive reissue
campaign is throwing together some tasty
compilations.

Augmented with the newer
members, over the years the
bands personnel has had its fair
share of movement, although
drummer David Garibaldi has just
returned to their line up after a
twenty year or so gap, all are awesome
musicians. TOP grabs you and holds you by the
your neck, until they are done with you, launching
into one startling classic after another, including,
'Can’t You See', 'To Say The Least You're The
Most', 'Page One'?, 'So Very Hard To Go', 'So I've
Got To Groove', 'Only So Much Oil In The
Ground', 'You Ought To Be Havin' Fun'.

Charly seems to have resurfaced, perhaps they
have never been away. I have just noticed, as
they have been regenerating well trodden paths
with classic soul from the Curtom label and other
goodies. I really can’t believe that no one is
without Curtis Mayfield superb albums ROOTS
and SUPERFLY in their collection, or Leroy
Hutsons's Curtom output. The Curtom story two
box set is available again, padded out to three.
Bobby Womack's ACROSS 110th STREET is
back again courtesy of Charly. Check ‘em all out if
you are missing major holes in your soul box,
reasonably priced too.

Moving onto another opulent moment of magic as
Braggs changes the mood and tempo for a far
down ballad 'Willin' To Learn', then back to the
funk pace for, 'Soul Vacation'. A throw back to real
feel of sixties old skool soul follows 'This Time It's
Real'. Castillo takes lead vocals on 'Diggin' On
James Brown', giving the opportunity for the group
to interact with the crowd, which
saw the packed Astoria relishing
in a sing along as we shout
"James
Brown"
at
the
appropriate point.

LIVE REPORT
TOWER OF POWER
LONDON ASTORIA 23 OCTOBER 2005
TOPmania was once again out in force to
welcome back to London Oakland's finest. From
the
moment
TOP
bounded
on
stage,
hitting
the

The funk parteeee continued
with the irresistible groove
'Gimmie'. Then into one of their biggest hits,
receiving the expected roar of approval, 'What Is
Hip'. The encore witnessed, if anyone was ever in
doubt of this band’s soul, would have dispelled
any thoughts, as they return to the sixties with the
infused doo-woppy, ''You're Still A Young Man'.
Brilliant.

tempestuous opening chords of the rhythmically
instrumental 'Stroke 75' we knew the eleven piece
funk aggregation Tower Of Power were back like
a tornado and on soul fire. Tower Of Power's
sound is polished, with the five strong extremely
proficient brass section, sounding deliciously as
always, injecting their special brand of funk.
Keeping the tempo up for 'Soul With A Capital S',
during which the band introduces vocalist, Larry
Braggs, who enters like a soul messiah. Followed
closely and slowing things right down for 'Can’t
You See', which thoroughly showcases the deeper
soul side of Braggs. The amount of soul he was
able to jab into this song was phenomenal with the
brass section complementing every line.

TOP play with passion, finesse, and with so much
raw talent in one place, it completely takes your
breath away. A mesmerising ninety minute live
experience from T-O-W-E-R O-F-P-O-W-E-R that
showed us why their particular brand of horn
driven nostalgic soul and funk, is all their own with
no peer and will continue to play souled outs for a
long time to come.

Larry Braggs is a pure showman, stomping
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soundtracks he scored for the blaxploitation
movies THE MACK in 1973, which spun off two of
his biggest R&B hits 'Brother's Gonna Work It Out'
and 'Slick', and the movie masterpiece FOXY
BROWN in 1974. Hutch had a top ten R&B hit in
1975 with dance floor classic 'Love Power', and in
total he had eight Motown albums to his credit.

LOST SOULS
THERE'S GONNA BE A SOUL PARTY IN
HEAVEN
Sadly 2005 has seen its far share of soul artists
migrating to that large turntable in the sky, it's
frightening. So let’s raise a glass to a few
significant souls who have sloped off.

He temporally left Motown in 1978, joining ex
Motowner Norman Whitfield on some projects.
Also in 1982 he wrote and produced Gwen
McCrae's spectacular dance anthem 'Keep The
Fire Burning'. He returned to Motown in the mid
eighties were he continued to work as a Motown
producer into the nineties but could never capture
the magic he found in the seventies.

WILLIE HUTCH
As a writer, producer,
arranger,
musician
and solo recording
artist Hutch carved
out a long and
diverse career in soul
music, who offered
genuine soulfulness, be it funk or smoothing it out.
Well known on the UK rare soul scene and for his
involvement in Motown, and his early solo
offerings. Although he never achieved the
recognition as an individual artist, his soul talent is
spread over the last few decades.

Moving back to Dallas in 1994 he continued to
record and perform, while living comfortably on
the royalties from old hits and growing demands
to sample from his vast catalogue. Hutch could
groove, just listen to 'In and Out' . His last album
was SEXALICIOUS on his own label G-GIT IN
2002. He died 19 September 2005 of unknown
causes.

Born Willie McKinley Hutchinson on the 6th
December 1944 in Los Angeles California. From
the age of twelve he grew up in Dallas surrounded
by a musical family. He joined his school choir the
Ambassadors and formed a secular local vocal
group the V Tones. He joined the Marines, serving
a two year tour of duty. After settling in Los
Angeles he began his sortie into the music
business.

TYRONE DAVIS
THE WONDER BOY
Having sold millions of records
over the last few decades,
Davis had to rank as one of the
all time greats of soul, his track
record equalled by few in the
business. Between 1968 and
1988 he had altogether forty
three singles on the R&B charts, including three
number ones.

He was approached by Soul City Records, which
results in 1964 with his debut release 'Love Has
Put Me Down'. A Northern favourite followed in
1965 with 'Love Runs Out' on Dunhill. He founded
the group the Phoetics recording 'Just A Boy’s
Dream' for the Trudel label. Further releases are
to be found on Maverick and Modern. His music
and song writing talent soon caught the attention
of the Fifth Dimension who went on to record
Hutch's 'I'll Be Loving You Forever' as their debut
single and subsequently collaborating on many
others thereafter. In 1969 he signed to RCA
where he released his first solo album, SOUL
PORTRAIT. One more crafted album SEASONS
FOR LOVE and four singles for RCA were
released without mainstream success.

Tyrone Davis was born Tyrone Fettson in
Greenville Mississippi on May 4 1938. When he
was a year old, his parents divorced. His father
moved to Saginaw, Michigan, taking baby Tyrone
with him. As a teenager at Saginaw Central High,
he did what a lot of young kids in the fifties did, he
sang on street corners and entered school talent
contests. He also married at a tender age and in
1959 he and his family moved to Chicago's West
Side.

In 1970 Motown producer Hal Davis contacted
Davis to help finish a song. That song was 'I'll Be
There'. The group was the Jackson 5. The record
became a worldwide hit, and catapulted Davis into
the mighty Motown empire as writer, producer and
artist. His association with the label lasted over
the next twenty years or so and would see him
work with all the Motown greats, Smokey
Robinson, Marvin Gaye, Diana Ross, Michael
Jackson, and so on.
Some of his most enduring work were the

The entertainment field always beckoned Davis.
After an assortment of odd jobs in the early sixties
he somehow insinuated himself into Freddy King's
entourage as valet and chauffeur. By 1962 after
splitting ties with King he was back in Chicago
working in a steel mill.
Davis finally broke into recording in 1965 through
Harold Burrage, who had become Davis's friend
and mentor. Davis had started performing in some
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Chicago clubs, Burrage was impressed after
catching a Davis performance at a club on the
West Side. Burrage came to Davis with a song he
had written 'Suffer', a bluesy mid pacer, which he
recorded, and was released on Willie Barney's
Four Brothers label as Tyrone the Wonder Boy,
which achieved a little local success. He went to
work for Barney in various capacities. Davis had
three releases for Four Brothers, the best and
most successful was 'Please Consider Me' in
January 1967, which was a substantial local hit.
That same year he next appears with one release
on Monk Higgins Sack label, the up tempo 'I'm
Running A Losing Race'. In 1968 'What If A Man'
was released on ABC Records. Until now Davis
had made only a local impact on record, but was
making a reasonable living from the Chicago club
scene.

and he joined Ocean Front records in late 1983, a
couple of minor hits. Along with Leo Graham they
formed their own Future label in the mid eighties,
which lasted a couple of years. Alas the releases
were small budget jobs and achieved no real
success.
After approaching and being rejected by Malaco
records in 1991 he reluctantly joined John Abbey's
Ichiban records. His first Ichiban album I'LL
ALWAYS LOVE YOU was a great success and
stayed in R&B album charts for over a year. Three
more albums and eight singles were not so fruitful
though. After Ichiban Davis joined Al Bell’s
Bellmark label in 1994 which seems to be a one
off album deal FOR THE GOOD TIMES.
He finally made it to Malaco in 1995 where he
continued to record, and chart, now releasing
bluesier material. He remained a huge draw on
the festival and Southern soul black club circuit.
He suffered a stroke on the 7 September 2004,
from which he never recovered and died February
9 2005 of pneumonia.

In 1968 Davis made his big break. Carl Davis was
vice president for Brunswick, founded his own
Dakar label, a subsidiary of Brunswick. ABC A&R
man Barry Despenza and Davis got together and
laid down some demos. Re-recorded these
demos result in his first release for Dakar, the two
sided masterpiece, 'A Woman Needs To Be
Loved'/ 'Can I Change My Mind'. Once the record
had been flipped it eventually hit gold, selling
almost two million copies.

EUGENE RECORD
Outside of soul music few
would know the name Eugene
Record, but many know his
music. He was the composer
and musical guiding force
behind the greatest songs and
hits of the Chi-Lites, including
'Have You Seen Her, 'Oh Girl
and 'Homely Girl'.

After that it was one hit after another including
further number ones in 1970 'Turn Back The
Hands Of Time' and in 1975 'Turning Point' (see
TFTW double issue 41/42 for the full Tyrone
Davis Dakar story)
Davis left the crumbling Brunswick organization,
but having just enjoyed a number one R&B hit he
really didn't have any difficulties in finding a new
recording home. Davis was picked up by one of
the majors, Columbia in 1976. His first release for
his new label was a monster, the joyous disco
lifter, 'Give It Up (Turn It Loose)', which was also
his last big cross over hit.

Eugene Booker Record was born in Chicago on
the 23 December 1940. As a young boy his
interest in music first took hold with song writing
and guitar lessons. When he was thirteen at
Englewood high school he participated in musical
programs and had visions of getting into the music
business. At high school he became a member of
the vocal group the Wrens. He next formed the
Chanteurs in the late fifties with future Chi-Lites
Robert Lester and Clarence Johnson.

By the mid seventies Davis was at the peak of his
career. After another smash, where he completely
surrendered to disco with the repetitive, 'Get On
Up (Disco)', Davis made a radical change in
direction. Instead of up-tempo numbers, and
flirting with disco, he mellowed down, which was
rewarded with one of his biggest hits in February
1979 with the slow moody atmospheric ballad 'In
The Mood', soul at its tasty laid back best. Davis
failed to follow up with any more significant hits for
Columbia.

The trio cut their first disc in 1959, 'You Did That
To Me' released on Renee Records. The trio were
joined by Marshall Thompson and Creadel Jones,
renaming the quintet The Hi-Lites. They signed a
contract with the Daran label. Their single 'I'm So
Jealous' was leased out to Mercury Records. Now
minus Johnson, and a final name change, adding
a C to Hi, they became the Chi-Lites in 1964, with
recordings being released by Ja-Was, Lasell, Blue
Rock, Daran and Revue labels.

In 1982 dropped by Columbia he joins Highrise
records and once again hit the higher fluxes of the
R&B charts in early 1983, with the hooky beat
ballad 'Are You Serious'. Highrise closed down

Soul vocalist Otis Leaville, whom they had
befriended, suggested that the group audition for
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producer Carl Davis who had established his
Dakar label. In 1967 'Price Of Love' was released
for that label.

for itself. He died 22 July 2005 after a long battle
with cancer.
LUTHER VANDROSS

Brunswick Records invited Carl Davis to become
president of their Chicago branch. Accepting, he
immediately signed the Chi-Lites in 1968. Their
first release with Record as lead singer secured a
top ten R&B hit with 'Give It Away'. Follow up
singles kept the group’s name to the forefront
making several excursions into the R&B charts.

Born 20 April 1951 in New York.
From an early age the
influences from his musical
family rubbed off on young
Vandross, where his schoolwork
took second place to music. His
sister Patricia was one of the Crests of '16
Candles' fame. He formed his own group while
still at school and later worked with the musical
theatre workshop Listen My Brother. In 1972
Vandross was involved in the Broadway show
'The Wiz'. He was invited by a workshop
colleague to join David Bowie as back up vocalist
for his recording of the album YOUNG
AMERICANS. Vandross’ career really took off
from this point, opening for Bowie on his American
tour and becoming an in demand session singer.

In 1970 they changed direction with '(For God's
Sake) Give More Power To The People', a strong
political message, which brought them a
breakthrough pop smash. Further releases see
the group moving through chunky psychedelic
protest
material,
as
was
popular
by
Sly/Temptations etc. But it was in the early
seventies that the group hit their stride, returning
to the mellow style with smooth gentle harmonies.
Socially conscious lyrics inspired by the
Impressions in 'Love Uprising', and 'We Need
Each Other', mingled with lush romantic ballads
which carried the spirit of doo-wop into seventies
with the million sellers 'Have You Seen Her' and
'Oh Girl'.

Cotillion sign him in 1976 as part of a specially
assembled vocal group, Luther. Albums LUTHER
and THIS CLOSE TO YOU, as good as they are
failed to impress. The group was short lived, so
Vandross drifted back to session work. His
performance as guest singer with the studio group
Change on the 1980 album GLOW OF LOVE
produced two major hits 'Glow Of Love', and the
to become soul anthem 'Searchin'.

Record had began writing with Barbara Acklin,
which produced 'Have You Seen Her' while his
first production was Acklin's own chart topper
'Love Makes A Woman'. From 1968 to 1974 the
group enjoyed eleven top 20 R&B hits, including
one platinum and ten gold records.

This was the springboard to launch a solo career.
His debuting, classic, number one 'Never Too
Much', eased Vandross into the mainstream. He
slowly strengthened his popularity with a
consistent flow of hit singles and albums on Epic
records. Major soul hits followed in 1986 'Stop To
Love' and a duet with Gregory Hines in 1987
'There's Nothing Better Than Love'. In 1989 his
achieved his first giant cross over smash with
'Here and Now'.

By the mid seventies Record had risen through
the Brunswick ranks to become vice president.
The label ran into financial problems, and also
faced tax evasion charges. The tensions within
the company affected the group, becoming
disenchanted, finally seeing Record part company
with the group in 1976 to pursue a solo career.
His first Warner Brothers album, the cleverly titled,
THE
EUGENE
RECORD,
spawned
the
charmingly coy R&B hit 'Laying Beside You'.
Although other albums followed, his solo work
never really took off and he rather languished at
the label. So he was more than happy to rejoin the
group when they signed with Record’s own ChiSound label in 1980, where they had modest
success. The group bounced from LARC, Private
I and Nuance without much ascendancy, although
they continued to be a draw on the concert circuit.

During the nineties he would be a consistent hit
maker with the majority of his material becoming
major hits, including 'Power Of Love' and 'Don't
Want To Be A Fool', as Vandross rose to become
one of the finest soul singers of the last two
decades, picking up countless awards and
Grammys along the way. Crafting a signature
sound that was all his, whether his silky smooth
tenor impressed on evocative ballads or classy
up-tempo material, he was one of the greatest
voices ever to sing a song and leaves a hugely
musical legacy.

In 1988 Record decided to leave the group once
more. A born again Christian he gave his life to
God, evangelisation and concentrated on gospel
music. In 1998 he released a gospel set LET HIM
IN. He had been serving the Lord faithfully up until
his death. The longevity of his classic soul speaks

He died July 1st 2005. He had been hospitalised
since April 2003 after suffering a stroke.
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doing Karaoke and living rough in Phoenix. He
died 20 August 2005, the victim of a hit and run
driving accident.
The
Ace/Kent
anthology
LOST
FRIENDS released in
2002 is worth seeking
out,
an
excellent
retrospective overview
of their career.

ERNIE JOHNSON
Ernie Johnson, half of the
soul duo, Eddie & Ernie,
was born on the 22nd
October 1943 in Lubbock,
Texas. His family were
steeped in Gospel music, so
his early life was very much
involved around the church, and he joined,
becoming the youngest member, a gospel group
called the Crusaders.

SOUL/R&B released in the UK
November/December 1966. Plenty of crackerroos,
plus a couple that would become soul classics
saw the light of day

His family moved to Phoenix, where he first met
and struck up a friendship with Eddie Campbell.
Together they became members of a secular
group called the All Stars. Their first venture into a
recording studio came when they were offered the
chance to do background vocals for Isaac Worley,
a release credited to Little Worley & The Drops.
As Eddie and Ernie they began doing local gigs,
particularly the Zanzibar club in Phoenix, and
writing together. Their compositions being picked
up by Jackie Wilson, Jean Stanback, Dee Clark,
and James Carr to name a few.

J J Barnes
James Brown
Me

In 1963 as Eddie & Ernie they made their first
recording for the Nightingale label 'It's A Weak
Man That Cries' which was leased to Checker
records. Further releases followed on a variety of
labels including, Tomorrow, Shazam, Chess,
Columbia, and Buddah. Occasionally there would
be forays under different names, in 1964 the New
Bloods, and in 1971 they became a group called
Phoenix Express. Their greatest success came
during a spell on Eastern Records with 'Time
Waits For No One' which was regionally a big hit,
and made a brief showing in the R&B billboard top
100. On the strength of this the duo are booked
for shows at the Apollo Theatre, appearing along
side
the
Temptations,
Gene
Chandler,
Impressions and Wilson Pickett.

Day Tripper/Deeper In Love Polydor 56722
Don't Be A Drop Out/Tell Me That You Love
Pye 25394

Jerry Butler

Love, Oh How Sweet It Is/Loneliness
Mercury 932
Alvin Cash/RegistersAlvin's Boo-Ga-Loo/Let's Do Some Good
Timing President 119
The Chiffons
Stop Look & Listen/March
Stateside 559
Don Covay/GoodtimersSee-Saw/Somebody's Got To Love
You
Atlantic 584059
Dion/Belmont's Berimbau/My Girl The Month Of May
HMV 1565
Lonnie Donegan Aunt Maggie's Remedy/Ah Sweet Marie
Pye 17232
The Elgins
Heaven Must Have Sent You/Stay In My
Lonely Room
T Motown 583
Lorraine Ellison Stay With Me/I Got My Maybe Back
Warner Bros 5850
Inez & Charlie Foxx
Come By Here/No Stranger To Love
Stateside 556
Aretha Franklin Cry Like A Baby/Swanee
CBS 202468
Herbie Goins/Night-Timers The Incredible Miss Brown/Comin'
On Home To You
Parlophone 5533

Despair of ever breaking into the big time took a
toll on their partnership, and they slowly drifted
apart. In 1967 Johnson released a solo record on
Artco 'I Can't Stop The Pain' b/w the duo's
composition that Dee Clark hit with 'In These Very
Tender Moments'. End of solo career.
In 1970 the pair got together once more and
recorded some material for LA's Revue label
without any success. A California club owner Al
Reed was putting a house band together and
invited Eddie and Ernie to join. Phoenix Express,
an eight-piece combo was born, although
recordings were cut nothing was released.

Slim Harpo

I'm A King Bee/I Got Love If You Want It
Stateside 557
Roy Head
To Make A Big Man Cry/Don't Cry No More
London 10097
Brenda Holloway Hurt A Little Every Day/Where Were You
T Motown 581
Walter Jackson Corner In The Sun/Not You Columbia 8054
Gloria Jones
Finders Keepers/Run One Flight Of Stairs
Stateside 556
B B King
Don't Answer The Door/part two HMV 1568
Jackie Lee
Town I Live In/You Too Can Have
Heartaches
Columbia 8052
Ramsey Lewis Uptight/Money In The Pocket Chess 8044
Little Hank
Mister Bang Bang Man/Don't You Know

Campbell died in July 1994 after which Johnson
slowly disappeared from the music scene and into
bouts of depression. He was later discovered
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London 10090
I Need Love/Commandments Of Love
Columbia 8058
Barbara Lynn
You Left The Water Running/Until I'm Free
London 10094
Martha/Vandellas I'm Ready For Love/He Doesn't Love Her
Anymore
T Motown 582
Clyde McPhatter Shot Of Rhythm & Blues/I'm not going to
work today
Stateside 567
Percy Milem
Crying Baby Baby Baby/Call On Me
Stateside 566
The Miracles
I'm The One You Need/Save Me
T Motown 584
The O'Jays
Stand In For Love/Friday NightLiberty 66197
Wilson Pickett
Mustang Sally/Three Time Loser
Atlantic 584066
Otis Redding
Fa-Fa-Fa-Fa-Fa (Sad Song)/Good To Me
Atlantic 584049
Johnny Sayles Deep Down In My Heart/Anything For You
Liberty 12042
Percy Sledge
Heart Of A Child/My Adorable One
Atlantic 584055
Edwin Starr
It's My Turn Now/Girls Are Getting Prettier
Polydor 56726
The Supremes You Keep Me Hangin' On/Remove This
Doubt
T Motown 585
Little Richard

Soulboy’s top five for this month would be, Clyde
McPhatter, Don Covay, Slim Harpo, Little Hank,
Barbara Lynn, B B King and Little Richard, who's
counting. Resurrected B side of the month. Some
goodies but one stands out over all, Clyde
McPhatter's 'I'm Not Going To Work Today'. I've
worn this killer out over the years, which I think is
a Joe Tex original. I should, but I don't know the
Tates or Milen offerings.
Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on









For Cool Cats and Shabby
Tabbies
Booker T/MG's Jingle Bells/Winter Wonderland
Atlantic 584060
Tommy Tate
Big Blue Diamonds/Lover's Reward
Columbia 8047
Ike & Tina Turner Somebody Needs Me/Just To Be With You
Warner Bros 5766
The Vontastics Day Tripper/My Baby
Chess 8043
Jr Walker & the All Stars
Money/part two
T Motown 586
Dee Dee Warwick Yours Till Tomorrow/I'm Gonna Make You
Love Me
Mercury 953
Dionne Warwick Another Night/Go With Love
Pye 25395
Mary Wells
Me & My Baby/Such A Sweet Thing

Jackie Wilson
Nancy Wilson
DECEMBER
The Artistics

Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

Atlantic 584054
Whispers/Fairest Of Them All Coral 72487
That Special Way/Go Away Capitol 15484

I'm Gonna Miss You/Hope We Have
Coral 72488
Chuck Berry
Club Nitty Gritty/Laugh & Cry Mercury 958
The Knight Brothers
That'll Get It/She's A.1
Chess 8046
Lydia Marcelle
Another Kind Fellow/I've Never Been Hurt
Like This Before
Sue 4025
Derrick Morgan Gather Together Now/Soft Hand
Island 3010
The Olympics
Baby Do The Philly Dog/Western Movies
Fontana 778
The Temptations I Know I'm Losing You/Little Miss
Sweetness
T Motown 587

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com

Letter to the Editor
8/12/2005
Today I took a ride on the top deck of a 159 bus
from Westminster to Brixton and back. Nothing
unusual about that you might say, except that the
bus was a Routemaster and today was the last full
day of operation for this London icon.

Gene Vincent

Lonely Street/I've Got My Eyes On You
London 10099
The Wailers
Rude Boy Get Bail/Let Him Go Island 3009
Stevie Wonder Place In The Sun/Sylvia
T Motown 588
The Young RascalsToo Many Fish In The Sea/No Love To
Give
Atlantic 584067
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Any true Londoner who was around in the 1950s
and 1960s will shed a quiet tear for this relic of an
earlier age that has somehow survived the
advance of time and technology - until now. The
bus I found myself on heading south was RML
2760 - the last Routemaster to be built in 1968.
Many historic buses were running on the 159
route to mark this historic day, including (for bus
anoraks among you) several RTs, an RTW, a TD,
an ancient ST and even an RF Greenline coach.
The route was lined by hundreds of middle aged
men taking photographs - a mark of the affection
that the Routemaster holds for Londoners of a
certain age (the same age as most TFTW readers
incidentally - It's interesting that the birth of the
Routemaster coincided with the advent of rock
and roll). I rode back to Trafalgar Square on the
original Routemaster prototype RM1 and it
brought back memories of seeing this very bus
being introduced to the public at Crystal Palace
back in the ‘50s. I think I travelled to see it on a
654 trolleybus - another fondly remembered form
of travel in London.

New Orleans Benefit
at Ronnie Scott’s
Van Morrison, 29th October
Band:
Van Morrison – vocal, sax, harmonica, guitar;
Ned Edwards – guitar, mandolin;
Alex Dankworth – bass;
Ralph Salmins – drums;
Robin Aspland – piano;
Martin Winning – sax;
Matt Holland – trumpet;
Teena Lyle – percussion, woodwind.

The final Routemaster to run on
the 159 will be leaving Marble
Arch tomorrow (some time ago
when you read this – H) at
around 12.20pm, followed by a
convoy of historic buses, so
you'd better be quick if you want
to catch it. It's only two years ago that these
symbols of London were running on over 20
routes in central London, but one by one they
have been replaced by one man operated buses
or the dreaded bendy buses that now disfigure
London's streets. Since the summer the last three
Routemaster routes have been withdrawn - first
route 13, then the 38 and finally the 159.
Yet it needn't have happened and 90 per cent of
Londoners didn't want it to happen. In 2001 Ken
Livingstone said that you would have to be a fool
to withdraw the Routemaster. Yet he did it, thus
demonstrating very clearly what many of us have
always thought. They could have been maintained
and running for another ten years at least, but
instead they have been killed off by political
correctness - their engines aren't clean enough,
they are not disabled people friendly etc etc.
Never mind that the conductors were more
passenger friendly than the driver of a one man
bus can ever be.

In a two-week series of benefit concerts at Ronnie
Scott’s jazz club in London’s Soho, the most highprofile performer was Van Morrison. The shows
were arranged at short notice to raise money to
help New Orleans musicians who lost everything
as a result of Hurricane Katrina. To maximize the
amount raised, the club held two separate shows
each night instead of the usual one, and the
prices of £50 for the early shows and £70 for the
late were way above the usual entry charge (for
the late shows, patrons also got a set from Big
Joe Louis and the Big Town Playboys).
Morrison played four 80-minute shows over the
two nights October 28/29; I attended the early
show on the second night. This was an
appropriate venue for Morrison; these days he
comes across as a seasoned jazz man. He
omitted his major hits like “Gloria” & “Brown-Eyed
Girl”, but included crowd pleasers like
“Moondance”, “Have I Told You Lately” (the
Morrison composition which became a hit for Rod
Stewart) and “Precious Time (Is Slipping Away)”,
whose sombre message is lightened by its reggae
rhythm. Otherwise, the set tended towards jazz,
blues and R&B, both originals and covers.

As a sop to public sentiment there are now a few
Routemasters running on routes 9 and 15 - so
called Heritage routes - but their withdrawal from
route 159 effectively sounds the death knell for
this much loved London institution. RIP the
Routemaster.
Nick Cobban

Morrison seemed to enjoy the intimate
atmosphere of the small club and was in fine
voice, scatting and improvising and using all the
tricks of phrasing and nuance, especially on In the
Afternoon/Ancient Highway (which included a
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tribute to blues-shouter Big Joe Turner). The band
performed well both in ensemble, and in solos.
The songs performed included “This Love Of
Mine”, associated with Frank Sinatra, Mose
Allison’s “Don’t Worry About A Thing” and Jimmie
Rodgers “Mule Skinner Blues”. Morrison’s own
“Whining Boy Moan” is a jump blues that sounds
like it could have been a hit around 1949. 60’s
R&B singer Chris Farlowe came on stage for a
duet on “Sometimes We Cry”.

rocking blues which included an extended version
of Jimmy McCracklin’s ‘The Walk’.

The highlights of the show were “Little Village”
(not the Sonny Boy Williamson 2 tune, though
indebted lyrically to that song) – in an effective bit
of showmanship, Morrison on sax, the two other
horn players and Lyle on oboe huddled around the
central microphone for the instrumental outro; and
an atmospheric “St. James Infirmary”, with the
band providing the haunting backing vocals. The
show ended with Morrison picking up the
harmonica for a fine version of Sonny Boy
Williamson 2’s “Help Me”. There was no time for
encores; the house had to be cleared for the
second show.

On the Saturday I took a look at my nephew
Jason’s band Half A Day in the Conservative
Club. He played lead guitar and sang ‘Baby
Please Don’t Go’, ‘The Train Kept A Rollin’, ‘Hi
Heel Sneakers’, ‘Roadrunner’ and an almost word
perfect ‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’ plus a few
original numbers.

Guitarist with George Thorogood & The
Destroyers. Jim Suhler and his own band Monkey
Beat finally made it to the stage at 12.45am and
opened up with a rousing ‘Are You Experienced?’
Shortly afterwards your shaky correspondent
sloped off to slumber.

Moving on to the main auditorium at the Muni the
Eddie Martin big band were in their usual grand
form with ‘Reelin’ And Rockin’ being particularly
memorable, before the British Blues All Stars
took to the stage. Gathered together by veteran
boogie-woogie pianist Bob Hall they featured
guitarist Kim Simmonds (Savoy Brown) and Mick
Clarke, bassist Gary Fletcher (Blues band),
drummer Clive Allen and expressive vocalist
Maggie Brown. Their individual attributes
combined well to create a varied set with the
material ranging from ‘Down The Road Apiece’ to
‘Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On’ and ‘I Just Want
To Make Love To You’.

Footnote: The following night Morrison did two
more shows for the cause in Newry, Northern
Ireland; he also contributed a new song “Blue and
Green” to the fund-raising CD “Hurricane Relief –
Come Together Now”, released in the USA on
November 22.
Alan Lloyd









The following day I checked out the Jive Aces
decked out in their bright yellow zoot suits who put
on a display designed to please the dancers.
Perennial local favourites Walter Mitty’s Head
rocked along in their usual formidable fashion with
vibrant versions of ‘Somethin’ Else’ and ‘Killing
Floor’. Lightnin’ Willie and the Poor Boys
showed they can still play a mean ‘Looking Out
My Window’, which was the opening track on their
first CD release over here back in ’93.

SHAKY LEE’S FESTIVE
FEATURE
The Great British R & B Festival
Colne, Lancs. 26-29 August 2005
Well, my annual visit to those old cotton mills back
home commenced on the Friday evening with a
brief look at Mississippi born Kent Duchaine who
got the weekend off to a flying start. Singing and
displaying a fine technique on the dobro, a
heartfelt version of ‘St James’ Infirmary’ was a
highlight of his set.

Paul Lamb and the Kingsnakes were on top of
their game with the lengthy impassioned ‘Adopted
Child’ and the clever tribute song ‘Mr R C
Robinson’ being the pick of their sterling set. The
line-up of Lamb on harmonica, Chad Strentz
(guitar & vocals), lead guitarist Raul de Pedro
Marinero, Rod Demick on bass and drummer
Sonny Below were augmented by the twin sax
attack of Nick Lunt (baritone) and Lee Badau
(tenor) on several numbers.

I have seen Nine Below Zero several times
before but this was probably the best of them all.
Their chunky driving rhythm was in evidence on
‘Talk To My Baby’, ‘One Way Street’, ‘Ridin’ On
The L & N’ and ‘Packed Fair And Square’. A
delicate instrumental working of ‘Amazing Grace’
featured the keen keyboard style of Pete
Wingfield prominently.

The wonderfully named San Franciscan guitarist
and vocalist Carlos Guitarlos proved to have a
most melodic approach. Backed only by bass and
drums he was well worth watching despite his late
slot.

The Hamsters followed with a typical set of heavy
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So to the final day when Ocean’s Seven
delighted the crowd with renditions of ‘Just A Little
Bit’, ‘Big Mamou’, Little Willie Littlefield’s ‘Happy
Pay Day’, James Brown’s ‘I’ll Go Crazy’ and
Professor Longhair’s ‘She Walks Right In’.

“Tales From The Woods” Website
From this month I will be maintaining the “Tales
From The Woods” website. On it you will get news
of forthcoming TFTW events, reports of
happenings, and pictures from gigs and group
gatherings, and whatever else the editorial board
sends my way (that probably means lots of
pictures of Keith). It won’t all happen at once, so
please be patient. My initial priority will be to keep
you all informed of upcoming “Tales From The
Woods” events, so please continue to monitor the
site.
The website address is http://www.tftw.freeuk.com
Alan Lloyd

Texan Hamilton Loomis revealed a more
modern feel for the blues with some funky guitar
picking and pleasant vocals, and performed some
of the tracks from his latest CD on Blind Pig
Records.
The festival’s final act, and indeed the finest of the
weekend saw Little Charlie & The Nightcats in
inspired form on this rare UK outing. Charlie Baty
supplied some clear resounding guitar licks and
Rick Estrin blew his high fidelity harmonica to
excellent effect. They were a real treat to witness
on self-penned numbers such as ‘Dump That
Chump’, ‘Don’t Do It’ and ‘My Next Ex-Wife’, to
send the revellers home in a happy mood.
Winter Wonderland Wilkinson
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THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

WEEK 1 - Day 1 - Friday 9th September
The Flight
It's 10 am and I call George and Mary while I am
in line at Heathrow Terminal 1 for the big trip to
NY. George and Mary had just arrived from
Sydney the day before and we missed each other
through lack of good communication; I was so
annoyed, how this could have happened. Anyway,
we arranged to meet on my return at the airport as
they were leaving for Hong Kong for one week on
the day I arrived back in London. So we shall see
what happens.
After the call, I get
talking to an Indian
chap named Mai
who is standing next
to me waiting to
check in. We talked
for a while and then
booked in. On the
flight, there was a good deal of room so I plumped
for an aisle seat. Good flight over but my new pal
Mai wanted me to invest some money with him so
he could pick up his dowry in Amsterdam. He had
no chance.

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL









Scottish Mickey is let loose in
New York
(Mike McDonald spent ages recording his recent
trip to New York and we commence a serialisation
of his exploits with his first five days. More next
issue. Words and pictures by Mike.)

There was a Sikh geezer sitting next to me on the
plane who looked older than me but
he was only 16. He was wearing a hanky on his
head, and he slept a lot, so when the food came
round I asked him if he was hungry and he said
no, so I told him to order a curry and give it to me,
which was brill, 'cause I scoffed mine and finished
his, easy.

Start Spreading the News, I'm leaving today,
gonna make a brand new start of it, New York
New York…!
This holiday is dedicated to the city and people of
New Orleans. In 1989, I went on the first of three
visits to the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage
Festival. There I discovered some of the most
amazing music and fun people you will ever see,
meet and hear. It is where I discovered Cajun and
Zydeco music in its true form on a wet and rainy
sun soaked day on the racing track. This is where
the festival was held, and with my mate Dave
Thomas, we had a cracking day in the mud and
we even have the pictures to prove it. This is also
where I met my 'Tales From The Woods' mates
and we have been friends ever since. Hopefully
we can all go back there some day.

Day 1 continued… Friday 9th September
The Big Apple
Arrived in NY, remember NY is five
hours behind Greenwich Mean
Time and the weather seemed
pretty warm. I headed for the
subway and caught the A Train all
the way to the Hostel - Jazz on the
Park on 106th Street. I arrived
about 7.30 pm, New York time.
A young lad, Mark from London, was staying in
the same dorm and he's from Clapham. Anyway
thought I better pop out and see what's happening
so about 8.30 pm headed for Times Square and
stoated about and I mean stoated, as I was quite
tired but I felt I needed to continue going and I
wasn't hungry just yet. The streets were
fascinating to see and my first plan of action was
to find BB Kings Club, which was in this area, and
see if I could get tickets for tomorrow night's show
to see Little Feet. Then I went to an Irish Bar then

So now to begin.
While all you larrikins were getting geared up for
the last test at Lords I was boarding a plane for
The Big Apple, and what follows is a two-week,
day-by-day occurrence of my time there and my
escapades and adventures. Remember that song
By 10CC, "I don't like cricket". At this stage I was
wondering how I was going to find out the result.
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for a bite to eat. I think my eyes were bigger than
my belly so I didn't enjoy my first meal. Wandered
around until I was totally exhausted. Times
Square was still absolutely buzzing and the shops
and streets and people and traffic and signs were
amazing to see, not until you experience it do you
realise how much of an amazing place this is.

Arch was constructed on the Washington Square.
The arch, designed by Stanford White was so
successful at the celebrations, that a marble
version was commissioned (see pictures). In May
1895 the final version of the 77 ft (23.4m)
Washington Arch was inaugurated. The pier
sculptures of Washington, as General and
President, were added in 1916 and 1918
respectively. Look closely at the second picture
and you will see George on each side of the arch.

Day 2 - Saturday 10th September
Jazz in the Park
Woke up at 4 am, thought it was 8.30 so got up,
and went for a shower and when I went back to
the room I could see it was still dark and I thought
something strange here and then checked the
time - PLONKER. Had a bit of a read and then a
wee kip, got up about 8.30, and then had a light
brekky - coffee (yuk), tea (lovely), bagel, apple
and orange.
The nearest metro is a few blocks down on 103rd
Street. It was a gorgeous day the sun was blazing
non-stop. Transferred to 4th Avenue and found
The Bluenote Club. Then took a walk down
Bleeker Street which is in the Greenwich Village
area. This street is full of restaurants and bars. It
is an enormously long street and is separated by a
main road, which can be confusing as it continues
over the other side of the main road. This took me
towards the Hudson River, which is a very
peaceful quiet part of the town. Most of the shops
were still closed. I checked out the Hudson River
views then walked down Greenwich Street
through to the Tribeca area, which takes you
down to the city section of town, and Ground Zero.

Cars were allowed to drive through the arch until
1971, when Robert Nichols redesigned the
Washington Square. The square has had its
difficulties since, especially in the '80s, when it
had become a drug-dealing center, the square
was particularly dangerous, but it has improved
since the '90s and is now a relatively safe area.
There are lots of live musicians/bands in the park,
local buskers and so on and the musicians are top
notch. So I relaxed in the park for an hour and
then went for a meal at an Italian Restaurant (hee
hee) a slice of pizza. Oh and I tried to buy a bottle
of water with Euros and confused both the shop
assistant and myself. Spent an hour in Tower
Records and then went for a quick pint. Then it
was off to see Little Feat in BB Kings Club on
42nd Street. It was a good show and finished
about 1am. Made my way home but boy there
were big problems on the subway so it felt just like
London, having to detour around to get home.

It is strange seeing Ground Zero. It has a kind of
drawing power because it has affected everyone
on the planet. A storyboard has been erected
relating to the 24 hours surrounding the events of
that day. There are many people around this area
constantly ogling the hole, which is fenced off, but
you can still see all that is going on inside the
ground and what kind of construction is taking
place. A huge department store, 21st Century has
been built directly opposite GZ so I popped in and
had a quick look around to do a bit of retail and
bought myself a smart pair of strides. Then caught
the subway back to Bleeker Street and walked up
the other direction where there were more bars on
this side of Bleeker. Stopped off for a quick
Guinness and sat drinking in the sun, then walked
up to Lafayette Street. Found Joe's Bar, which
puts on live music every evening but it is closed
during the daytime, so I head back down
University Street where there were lots of street
artists displaying their goods. There was some
smashing stuff for sale but too early in the hols to
fork out on paintings.
Then I went down to 8th Street and onto 5th
Avenue towards Washington Square Park. This is
also in Greenwich Village. A wooden Memorial

Day 3 Sunday 11th September
9/11
Today is the 4th anniversary since that fateful day.
There was a minute's silence in the hostel at 8.50
am, the time of the first plane hitting the first
Tower Building. It was very moving.
It is a lovely gorgeous sunny day. I decided to
avoid the Ground Zero area, headed for Battery
Park, and arrived there about 10 am. I had a quick
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look around and took a few snaps of the Statue of
Liberty. Then settled down on a park bench and
watched the locals running and lots of dog
walkers. All the dogs are these nippy little ankle
biters, Chihuahuas, poodles or shi-tzu's. The
busker on sax was pretty cool.

was about half an hour's journey and boy was it
worth it. It felt just like Glenelg in Adelaide, South
Australia.

Statue of Liberty

The locals were mainly Puerto Rican / Hispanics
and they were doing what the locals do. There
was a shooting gallery where you could shoot a
moving target and he was for real in a tin suit just
like Ned Kelly. Then I took a walk along the
boardwalk and watched the fishing and drinking
and partying. It really is brilliant here at Coney
Island, you can even drink beer on the beach front
for $3 a large cup. This is something you can't do
in New York City. I had the best corn on the cob
ever and a giant sausage to go with it. Around 5
o'clock, I headed back to town and I walked up the
Bowery area. Looking at my map book, a local old
Bowery Boy helped me to find my directions to
Washington Square Park. Anyway, we walked and
talked for a good little while and he told me about
his life in the Bowery area and about the locals,
and how he had just turned 60 and was now
retired. Eventually we parted company and I made
my way over to WSP. There was a good little jazz
combo playing so I settled down and enjoyed their
playing. A short while later a couple of strange
characters with guitars and a drunken lassie came
to join me (I do pull in the crowds). Anyway this
big lassie had an enormously powerful voice but
she couldn't sit still and then she broke out into
the worst version of ‘Me and Bobby Magee’ I have
ever heard so I high-tailed it outta there and
headed home. I was pretty shattered, and being
out in the sun most of the day turned me into a
Red Indian. Made it home and was asleep by 9
o'clock.

Now I was going to go to Harlem to check it out
but, being as I was at the totally opposite end of
town I gave it a miss and, being as it was so hot,
the metro was boiling and I didn't fancy staying
down there too long, instead I had my first hot
dog, which was crap. I made my way to the
Natural History of American Indian Museum. Very
interesting stuff on view here in glass cabinets.
Peace pipes, papoose holders, moccasins, and
the one that made me laugh was the glove which
reminded me of wee Aggie (my mum), because if
she laid her hands on them they would end up in
the washing machine and through the boil cycle.
This was a good start to the day but now what?
Well I was heading
for China Town,
but in the subway I
saw a sign for the
Brooklyn Bridge.
This reminded me
of when Raymond
and I walked over
the
Sydney
Harbour
Bridge
and so I thought
how hard could
this one be on a
boiling hot day,
why not do the
Brooklyn? New Yorkers walk, run and pushbike
over the bridge in their thousands every day. It is a
fantastically exhilarating walk seeing both sides of
the City and as I got to the other end, I saw the
most brilliant sign, which read "How Sweet It Is".
This was one of Jackie Gleeson's sayings in his
brilliant comedy show The Honeymooners (more
later). When I finally reached the other end it all
seemed a bit quiet and I wasn't prepared to go
sight seeing as it was still too hot. So I went down
into the metro station and saw a sign for a train
heading to Coney Island.

Day 4 - Monday 12th September
One of the locals
I feel fresh as a button but couldn't handle another
bagel so headed for
Big Nick’s Café,
which is a short
journey
on
the
underground. Now I
feel like a local. The
first few days were
Breakfast
about finding my
way around and how to use the metro. So it was
pancakes and coffee and I was ready for the day.

Well I was on that train faster than a jackrabbit. It
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I popped back to the reservation for a hat to cover
my napper. Then I took a wander up around the
Chinatown area and ended up eating a curried
fish, head tail and eyeballs included. It was lovely.
Then a bit more wandering around the streets and
popped into a bar that was recommended. The
bar is Fanelli's Café (94 Prince Street and Mercer
Street), great draft beer, and it has prints of
boxing legends on its walls and also a great
burger restaurant in the back. This place was first
opened in 1847 and is the second oldest running
bar in the city. Then around about 6.30 pm made
my way over to WSP. This was the best night in
the square so far, there was a brilliant Nuyorican
Hispanic combo-playing rumba and the locals
were dancing as they passed by. I stayed with
them until they finished at about 8.30 pm.

home. The reason being, the nearest tube station
was closed and I am stuffed if I could remember
where to go for the next station so I found a little
spot somewhere and crawled into a ball and
snugly fell asleep… it was pretty late and I was
pretty drunk.
In the morning I was woken by a cabby (I think)
and tottered off to find a station that was open. I
finally made it home about 7.30 am.

Day 5 - Tuesday 13th September
I don't like Cricket
Today, I didn't get up till about 12.30 in the
afternoon and was a bit unsure what to do with
myself so decided to check out Harlem. I am
really aiming to find the Apollo Stadium, which is
up on 125th Street. This is a great little area,
bouncing with street action and shops and folk
selling their wares. Anyway, I was hunting down
the theatre and found it so easy. I managed to get
a ticket for tomorrow night's show. I was feeling a
bit peckish so decided to go to Sylvia's Soul Food
Restaurant. This is a great little place; nice décor
inside and great photos on the walls of all the fab
and famous who had been to eat here. It wasn't
busy apart from a couple on the next table and
one or two other folk dotted around. Anyways, I
had the best ever ham onion tomato omelette I
have ever eaten. As I am passing the next table
on my way to the little boy’s room the couple on
the other table, well the gentleman, pulls me up
and says "Hey man I like your stuff" Oh! Oh! What
am I supposed to be, so I imagined it must be a
comedian on TV so I says "Thanks man". The
girlfriend smiles at me and then I mumble some
other rubbish and make a runner for the wee
laddie's room. Then on my return I pay my bill and
say goodbye to my fans. As I'm walking up the
road I get stopped again and this time I am asked
if I would like to vote for
the candidate in the
local elections, I tell
them I'm a stranger in
town and before you
know it the candidate is
being called over and is
introduced to me. He is
none other than an old
soul singer from the
‘70s/’80s, Woody Henderson, and he looks really
good. He tells me how England was good to him
in his singing days and loved visiting there. I wish
him all the best on the elections, and mosey on
down to the metro. It was a pretty warm afternoon
and I decided to check out what lay above the
metro on 110th, There is a famous movie made in
the ‘70s called "Across 110th Street" staring
Anthony Quinn and Yaphet Kotto and the
soundtrack was by Bobby Womack. I love the

I then took a wander down into Bleeker Street,
which is only a short distance away. The second
pub I pass by is called The Bitter End. The music
was pumping out of it and I decide to take a
wander in and see what is going on. There is a $7
admission charge and the doorman isn't quite
sure about me, as I am looking a bit scruffy and
have grass all over my back where I had been
laying in the park. He said he thought I was a
tramp and I told him I was and we had a giggle.
Anyway, I go up to the bar and they are selling
Bass ale on tap, right up my barrel. I settle down
and listen to the performance. It is a New York
Songwriters' Circle evening, this was a great
evening and on stage there were four different
songwriters and they each perform three songs
each but in alternate order while the remaining
artist stays on the stage. The one that stole the
show this evening was a female by the name of
Sarah Fimm. I was so impressed I bought her CD.
The place was heaving and everyone was getting
into the groove. We even had an Aussie guy doing
his stuff and he was really good. Now this wasn't a
competition, just a musical appreciation that is put
on every Monday. Once the show was over, the
evening continued with the Christine Havrilla band
and they were rocking good. At this stage I am
chatting away to a big Yank, we share a pint
together, and then a couple of English lads get
into the conversation. After The CH Band, this is
followed by The Oz Noy Trio, a pretty funky bunch
of guys. I stick around to the end and then decide
to make my way home, when I pass the bar next
door and can hear the music coming from the
small stage. I stick my beak in and find a great
little geezer playing his heart out. I stick around
and have a drink and then during his break he
comes over and has a chat with me, his name is
Vinnie and we talk about the music scene at the
moment in NY. Anyway, he does his second set
and I give him a round of applause and head for
home.

Just to let you know now that I never made it
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soundtrack and was busting to see this street.
Well what it is, is the opposite end of Central Park
that runs from west to east. It was daytime but it
was still a bit hairy as there were strange
characters around, mostly down and outers and
drunks and druggys. It wasn't far from 106th
where I lived so I decided to walk, it seemed fairly
safe as long as you kept your eyes open, but I
wouldn't go into Central Park around this area. I
certainly wouldn't go walking around during the
evening not unless I was drunk. Hee Hee Hee
!!!!!!!!!!

Kenneth Victor Mackintosh was born at
Liversedge, West Yorkshire, on August 4 1919.
His father was a keen amateur musician who
played both violin and trombone. Ken acquired his
first saxophone at 14 and played in local bands as
a teenager. He became fully professional at 19,
working mainly in the Leeds-Bradford area,
notably with the bandleader Roland Powell.
Mackintosh formed his own band in 1948, taking
up a residency at the Astoria Ballroom,
Nottingham, and broadcasting regularly on the
BBC Midland Region. After two years he moved to
Wimbledon Palais de Danse and began
broadcasting nationally on the Light Programme.
His lively and varied presentation proved
especially popular, and in 1951 he signed a
recording contract with HMV Records.

So back to the room and I crash out for a couple
of hours which is about the first and only time I do
this, I think. Now after a good rest I am ready to
take on the rest of the day.
I decide to go to the Rodeo Bar Downtown 26th
Street on the east side. This is a lively part of
town. Now the Rodeo Bar is 100 times better than
the Hard Rock Café but based on the same
principal of burger, beer and music. Only the
music here is live music. The venue is through the
back and it's a long dark area with a small stage
up the front and the bar (which is a converted bus)
in the back. There is a good time Cajun Band
giving it big licks. I think they are a local band
really, as there were only a handful of folk. The
band were friendly with the barman and were
going to have a party, I certainly wasn't going to
hang around so I made my way home. On the way
what do I see but a TV in a local Indian grocery
shop, cricket is on the screen. Fascinated, I pop in
and enquire about the cricket, and they tell me
England cracked it so off I go singing down the
road "I don't like cricket, OH YEAH! I love it
Dreadlock Holiday…" Then I am passing a food
stall with a whole stack of Asians around it tucking
into some lovely looking grub so I stop singing and
keep moving as they might decide to kidnap me
and sell my body to the slave trade. I make it
home safe and sound.
Mike McDonald (to be continued,,,)







In 1953, with his trombonist Gordon Langhorn
(later known as the singer Don Lang) and
arranger Brian Fahey, Mackintosh wrote The
Creep, a novelty instrumental which inspired a
dance craze. The Creep became closely identified
with the first generation of Teddy Boys and, in
those pre-Rock’n’Roll days, prompted a certain
amount of outrage among the respectable
classes.
Mackintosh returned to ballroom residencies in
1963, for the opening of the new Empire Ballroom
in Leicester Square. He remained there until
1969, when he moved to the Hammersmith
Palais, where he stayed until 1976.
Ken Mackintosh partially retired at the end of the
1970s, although he occasionally formed bands for
special events in collaboration with his son, the
saxophonist Andy Mackintosh. For three
consecutive years in the late 1990s he conducted
the music for the International Dance
Championships at the Royal Albert Hall. In 2001
Ken Mackintosh was awarded the Gold Badge of
the British Academy of Composers and
Songwriters.



Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

Dick Nolan
Country singer/songwriter Dick Nolan passed
away at Carbonear Hospital overnight Monday
December 12 at age 66, after suffering a stroke.
Richard Francis Nolan was born in Corner Brook
on Feb 4, 1939. Called one of the finest country
singers in Canada, Nolan’s name is intrinsically
linked with Aunt Martha’s Sheep, the song that
became his biggest hit following its release in
1972. He and Ellis Coles of Carmanville wrote the
song that begins, “Come gather all around me,
and I’ll sing to you a tale.”

Ken Mackintosh
Ken Mackintosh, who died on November 22 aged
86, led one of the most popular British dance
bands of the post-war years.
Unlike many bandleaders of his generation, he
was also a considerable instrumentalist in his own
right, with an instantly recognisable alto
saxophone style. At the height of his career his
billing was Ken Mackintosh, his Saxophone and
his Orchestra.

Over the course of a career that began in the late
1950s, Nolan released more than 40 albums and
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of your warm, cosy homes. Ain’t it bloody cold? By
all accounts we are in for a tough winter this year
which, according to the pundits, will be on a par
with ’63 when snow fell on Boxing Day and
remained on the ground until May, or that winter
which has long since passed into ole English
folklore, the 1947 Siberian style winter. Like me,
so many of you loyal readers could not possibly
remember, being barely old enough to crawl, but
our parents reflected upon that one for many a
long year later whenever the subject of the
typically erratic British weather arose. But there is
so much exciting news to brighten up the dark
evenings ahead, to warm the spirits of your
Rock'n'Roll hearts, no matter how cold it may be
outside.

recorded more than 300 tracks. He was
nominated for a Juno Award, appeared at the
Grand Ole Opry, had one platinum record and two
gold, and had five songs listed on RPM’s national
charts.
Much of Nolan’s musical career was spent in
Ontario. In 1958, he moved from Corner Brook to
Toronto where he and his Blue Valley Boys were
headliners at the Horseshoe Tavern for many
years. Nolan returned to Corner Brook in the late
1960s. In 1972, he began to record for RCA. His
first album, Fisherman’s Boy, included Aunt
Martha’s Sheep. He returned to Toronto in 1973.
Lou Rawls
LOS ANGELES - Singer Lou Rawls is being
treated for lung cancer, and his estranged wife
said he also has brain cancer and suggested his
condition is dire.
"Don't count me out, brother," Rawls said from his
room at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. "There's
been many people who have been diagnosed with
this kind of thing, and they're still jumpin' and
pumpin'."

'Tales From The Woods' promotions have
acquired the Water Rats, Gray’s Inn Road, near
Kings Cross in London for a series of gigs as, no
doubt, you will have read elsewhere in this
magazine. It all kicks off on Saturday 28th January
2006 with “Fifty Years of Skiffle” starring our good
friend here at the ‘Tales From The Woods’
editorial board, Chas McDevitt, along with many
special guests including, at the time of writing, the
first British Rock'n'Roll act to play Hamburg seven
years before the four Mop Tops from Liverpool
even set foot on foreign soil, Rick Hardy (or Rick
Richards as he was better known in his skiffle
days).

Rawls said in interview that he has received
alternative and traditional medical treatments for
lung cancer. He said he quit his regular smoking
habit 35 years ago. The lung cancer was
diagnosed a year ago and the brain cancer in
May, his estranged wife, Nina, said. "By his
doctor's admission, he is not expected to live
much more," she added.
Rawls, 70, has sold more than 40 million albums
and won three Grammys during a career spanning
more than four decades. His voice has been
described as "sweet as sugar, soft as velvet,
strong as steel, smooth as butter." His hits include
"Love Is a Hurtin' Thing," "Dead End Street" and
"You'll Never Find Another Love Like Mine." He
has also appeared on television shows and in
movies, including "Leaving Las Vegas" and "Blues
Brothers 2000."
Tony Wilkinson







Such a momentous occasion as this can not be
allowed to pass without the recognition due to this
uniquely British art form. A couple of skiffle nights
at the 100 Club may have been allowed to pass
without being preserved for posterity, even that
wonderful night at the Royal Albert Hall with the
late, great Lonnie Donegan could only provide one
solitary photographer. However, we here at the
‘Tales From The Woods’ editorial board have far
more respect for our musical heritage than to
allow that to happen, so independent filmmaker
and ‘Tales From The Woods’ subscriber Mike
Dicks will film this historical gig for future
generations. Tickets at £10 on the door or £8 in
advance; by the time we get to press no doubt
tickets will be available. (Judging on past
performance the gig may well be over – H).
Tickets can be purchased via the usual contact
channels found at the back of the magazine so
don’t allow yourself to miss out on what will prove
to be an historical occasion.



The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

A mere two weeks later the never tiring 'Tales
From The Woods' team will be back at the Water

Hi folks, Editor speaking, directly into the comfort
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Rats, on Sunday 12th February to be precise, for
the only London show for that wild man of
Rock'n'Roll, the screaming caveman from Boston,
Massachusetts, Barrence Whitfield, backed up
by the stupendous Hemsby Houseband including
horn section and support act, the hard working,
good rockin’, ever-reliable Houserockers with all
round good guy and friend indeed of the editorial
board Wayne Hopkins on bass. A guaranteed
wonderfully wild night; I can hardly wait. If you’re a
'TFTW' subscriber no excuse will be accepted…
you live in northwest Scotland, outer Hebrides,
Germany, Sweden, Norway, France or Essex, no
excuse. Be there or be forever square, tickets at
only £15… fantastic value. You know where to
find the details of how to get tickets; I have
already told you. Okay, just in case, contact
details on the back page of the mag.

Issue 47 of 'Tales From The Woods' sends out
birthday greetings to the man whose knowledge of
British Rock'n'Roll/skiffle etc. which a magazine
such as this would be much poorer without. I refer
of course to Darren Vidler of Little Hadham near
Bishop’s Stortford, Hertfordshire who celebrated
his 37th birthday on September 8th.
rd

A couple of weeks later on September 23 , Joan
Harvey, the better half of the rockin’ instrumentals
buff of Hastings, East Sussex, Martyn, gracefully
ticked off another year on her calendar. This
pretty little seaside town boasts more than its fair
share of excellent and reasonably priced
restaurants so, no doubt they could be found at a
candlelit table that evening at one of these
establishments.

Through these illustrious pages I would like to
express both my gratitude and apologies to those
amongst you who so promptly delivered cheques
to my home address for the non-event that was
the much-touted “Hurricane Katrina and 'TFTW'
Awards” dinner at the French House in London’s
saucy old Soho. Firstly I thank you for your
generosity of spirit and for showing faith in our
collective ideas. Secondly, apologies for ‘pulling
the plug’ on the event just 48 hours prior to its
scheduled start but, sadly, we needed a few more
bums on seats and the bums missing would have
been noticeable by their absence. Just a few
individuals thought they were too big a name
within the Rock'n'Roll business to return my calls
or indeed bother themselves to reply to my
invitation. (Or perhaps they were at the Q Awards
that afternoon and would have been too “tired and
emotional”? – H) Such is the ingenuity of the
editorial board we simply turned disaster into
triumph within the space of 48
hours, transferring the shindig to
Jimmy’s, the oldest established
Greek restaurant held within the
same family since 1938.

The next day, that man of mystery, the right hand
man of 'TFTW' and whose skills without which we
simply could not function, Harry the H celebrated
his 51st birthday. Sadly, my own birthday, a
milestone indeed upon September 26th had to
pass quietly for reasons that have been made
obvious within these pages. I’d like to express my
sincere thanks for all the cards of sympathy for my
sad and sudden loss that occurred just days prior.
Birthday and sympathy cards arrived, often in
unison, so thank you all for your kind words and
for thinking of me. Once this year is out there will
be a birthday celebration, albeit belatedly, early in
2006; round robin emails, chatline news and flyers
will, as ever, keep you informed.
Of course, September 29th was reserved for the
killer from Ferriday, Louisiana, Jerry Lee Lewis
who was 70 this year, although
there can hardly be many
readers who would not have
known this.
Moving forward to the month of
October where, upon the 7th, the
good friend of this magazine
whose
very
generous
contribution to the magazine has
indeed kept us afloat, Rockin’
Ronnie Cowles of Leigh-onSea, Essex was 73 years young
on that date. Thank you again
Ronnie for your kind donations.

Our special guest, skiffle king
Chas McDevitt, was presented
with a lifetime achievement award
by yours truly on behalf of all
contributors/subscribers of this
highly
acclaimed
eclectic
magazine. It was indeed an
honour to present the award to
Chas and so lay the foundation
for the “Fifty Years of Skiffle” gig
which you have all just read about
Chas receiving his award from
October 14th was reserved for
and
will
find
advertised
the revered man of many hats
that tireless contributor to not just
extensively elsewhere. Thank you
'TFTW' but also American Music
Chas for your support and input
Magazine and Now Dig This to
and to those who chose to ignore our hurricane
name but a couple of many, Rockabilly Hall Of
awards dinner I say simply that, over the coming
Fame award winner whose knowledge of the
months, I will show you.
subject is second to none anywhere in the world. I
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(now a couple of months in the past – H). Gordon
has been advised by his doctor to cut down on the
cigars, just one bottle of Jack Daniels before
breakfast and to be in bed by 5 am at the
forthcoming Riot. Pleased to hear you are doing
great now Gordon.

refer of course to Tony ‘Waxo’ Wilkinson, 61
and still rockin’ like an eager beaver boy.
Gentleman Rock'n'Roll promoter, entrepreneur,
playboy and the originator of what we now accept
as the 'Tales From The Woods' family, Dave
Webb was 58 on November 18th. Thank you
Dave for your kind words of encouragement sent
via a recent email.

Taxi Maxi of SW14 has a considerable collection
of that one-time bible of the hippy movement ’IT’
(or International Times to give its full name) for
sale. Taxi phoned us here at 'Tales From The
Woods' headquarters to advise us of his latest
acquisitions which include a number of telephone
directories dating from the immediate post-war
years through to the late 1950s and around half a
dozen 14 inch high plastic Madonnas that glow in
the dark and come in various tasteful colours. If
you are interested in any of these items, or simply
want to find out what goodies he has in his
possession (Maxi’s stock gets updated on a
regular basis) you can contact him on 020 8876
1266 weekdays between 9 am and midday or 10
am to midday on weekends.

Non-smoking, real ale drinking, Jerry Lee Lewis
fanatic, known to break into an uncontrollable
pogo when Wreckless Eric comes to town, Shaky
Lee Wilkinson will be 55 come December 15th.
Shaky’s diary never fails to please in each
publication and will of course continue to do so.
Thanks again Lee.
Sharing this day will be the pipe smoking, prune
juice drinking, hole in one achieving Dr Charles
Dale who will be celebrating the milestone of 60
years of raisin’ Cain. no doubt his legions of lady
admirers will gasp at the truth of his years,
believing the stallion of Pyrford to be decades
younger. Welcome to the club Charles; unlike
other clubs to which you belong, this one turns
away nobody.

I still have a vast number of New Musical
Expresses in my attic dating somewhere between
the mid-seventies through to the early nineties. If
you can come up with sensible offers contact via
the usual channels.

Traditionally, at this time of year, one spares a
thought for those amongst us who are by far less
fortunate. For example, those suffering from longterm ill health, like the man from Ace Records,
fountain of knowledge and avid collector, Ray
Topping, now by all accounts virtually
housebound after a series of nasty falls. Ray has
not been seen around for a few years and, being a
very private man, Ray prefers not to be seen or
communicated with except by a couple of very
close friends, one of whom is our very own
’Rooster Crowed Over Burgess Hill’ blues man
Dickie Tapp who regularly visits Ray and generally
takes care of business for him. Next time you see
Dickie at a gig just pass on regards to Ray and let
him know that 'TFTW' is keeping him in our
thoughts.

As I write, the sad news has
reached us of the passing of the
Guitar Hoodlum, the great Link
Wray. Equally we know that he
caused mixed feelings amongst
many Rock'n'Roll fans. Too loud
(certainly), too heavy (maybe),
but Link was Link and we here at
the editorial board loved him for it
and we will miss him. In our next
issue (expected to be out around
mid March 2006) we will try to
give the guitar legend full justice in our obituary
column.

Not quite feeling his normal self of late is our good
friend from Manchester and loyal ‘Tales From The
Woods’ subscriber Gordon Robinson who fell
prey to a little heart problem in the immediate
aftermath of the Hemsby Rock'n'Roll Weekender
back in October. Gordon assures us here at the
editorial board that it was not the non-excitement
of Andy Anderson’s performance that brought it
on. We are pleased to announce that Gordon has
made a full recovery and will be meeting up with
him at the Rhythm Riot at Camber Sands which,
at the time of writing, is just a couple of days away

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank all you
loyal readers who have in recent times renewed
your subscriptions but we do have a considerable
number of new subscribers who have yet to pay
the subscription fee. In our present circumstances
we are operating to near full capacity and
therefore we need you to help us to keep our
heads above water. So, if you want to stay with
the magazine that has on board a selection of the
most knowledgeable and finest writers that roots
music has to offer and to keep abreast of all the
gig news around London and the home counties,
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all the latest 'Tales From The Woods' promotions
and social events, you really need to subscribe
(see back page). Thank you for your help.

Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday 24/25/26th
January
Electric Ballroom, Camden Town
Richard Ashcroft
£20

Keith Woods








Wednesday 25th January
Garage, Highbury Corner
John Gale and his Band
Wednesday 25th January
Scala, Kings Cross
Robyn Hitchcock

Jazz Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday 2/3/4 January
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Georgie Fame and the Blue Flames
£20
Friday 6th January
100 Club, Oxford Street
Desmond Dekker and the Aces

£18

£16.50

Thursday 26th January
Barbican
Richard Thompson
£20/£25

£18.50

Monday 9th January
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Kurtis Blow
£18.50

'Tales From The Woods'
Promotions
presents on

Tuesday 10th January
100 Club, Oxford Street

Saturday 28th January 2006,
doors 7:30 pm

Skin

at The Water Rats Theatre Bar, 328
Gray’s Inn Road, Kings Cross,
London. (5 mins. walk from rail/tube)

£12

Friday 13th January to
Monday 23rd January
Hyde Park Corner
Pizza On The Park
Mose Allison
£15/£20
Saturday 14th January
Hammersmith Apollo
Jamie Cullum

a 50th anniversary skiffle
night with 1957 USA & UK
chart hit

CHAS McDEVITT

£27.50

“Freight Train”

Thursday/Friday 19/20th January
100 Club, Oxford Street
Roy Harper
£18.50

Rick Hardy, Vince Eager, the London
Philharmonic Skiffle Orchestra,
Eastside (including Ken Cooke of the
Cleveland Skiffle Group), Hylda Sims,
Wee Willlie Harris, Pete Oakman, John
Hills, Ralph Edwards and many more
guests - come on up & jam!
Tickets £8 in advance or £10 on the
door

23rd WINTER PARTY
Saturday 21st January
Rivermead Leisure Centre,
Richfield Avenue, Reading
Marvin Rainwater, Crazy Cavan,
Flying Saucers and many more
£20/£23

Book in advance to avoid disappointment

Telephone/Fax: 020 8460 6941
Mobile: 07941 540574
Email: keithwoods25@hotmail.com or
TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Or write to: 25 Queen Anne Avenue,
Bromley, Kent BR2 0SA

Monday/Tuesday 23rd/24th January
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Kid Creole and the Coconuts
£17.50
Tuesday 24th January
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
The Strokes

£22.50

Check out the website for this event
(thanks to Vince Eager for this masterful
piece of work) at www.skiffle50.co.uk.
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Thursday 2nd February
Barbican
Billy Bragg
£15/£25
Thursday 2nd February
Jazz Café, Camden Town
The Dirty Dozen Brass Band

Friday/Saturday/Sunday 3/4/5 February
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Courtney Pine
£20
Tuesday/Wednesday 7th/8th February
Alexandra Palace
The Darkness
£27.50

£15

Thursday 2nd February
Hammersmith Apollo
Katie Melua
£27.50
Thursday 2nd February
Victoria Apollo
Nick Cave
£40

Saturday 11th February
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Ray Davies
£28.50
Monday 13th February
Astoria, Charing Cross Road
Simple Minds
£30

Friday 3rd February
Barbican
June Tabor, Norma Waterson, Eliza Carthy,
Kathryn Williams
£15/£25

Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday 13/14/15 February
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Ritchie Havens
£20
Thursday 16th February
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Judy Collins

Friday 3rd February
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
The Waterboys
£22.50

£25

Friday/Saturday 17th/18th February
Hammersmith Apollo
The Strokes
£22.50

'Tales From The Woods'
Promotions
in conjunction with Rock'n'Roll
Weekenders presents on

Saturday 18th February
Forum, Kentish Town
The Sparks

Sunday 12th February 2006,
doors 7:30 pm

£???

Friday/Saturday 24th/25th February
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Omar
£17.50

at The Water Rats Theatre Bar, 328
Gray’s Inn Road, Kings Cross,
London. (5 mins. walk from rail/tube)

Sunday 26th February
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Violent Femmes
£17.50

the wild man of Rock’n’Roll,
the legendary

Monday 27th February
Barbican
African Soul Rebels featuring Amadou &
Mariam, Souad Massi & Emmanuel Jal £12/£20

BARRENCE
WHITFIELD
backed by the Hemsby House Band
with horn section, plus support band,
The Houserockers.
Tickets £15
Book in advance to avoid disappointment

Monday 27th February
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Beth Orton

£21

Thursday 2nd March
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Martha Redbone

£15

Monday 6th March
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Glenn Tilbrook
£17.50

Telephone/Fax: 020 8460 6941
Mobile: 07941 540574
Email: keithwoods25@hotmail.com or
TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Or write to: 25 Queen Anne Avenue,
Bromley, Kent BR2 0SA

Wednesday 8th March
Barbican
Joan Baez
£25/£30
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Thursday 9th March
Koko, Camden high Street
Buzzcocks

£15

Tuesday 4th April
Wembley Arena
B B King and Gary Moore

Friday/Saturday 10th/11th March
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Jethro Tull
£26.50/£29.50

Friday 7th April
Royal Albert Hall
Neil Sedaka

Monday/Tuesday 13th/14th March
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Eric Burdon and the Animals
£20

Friday 14th April
Hammersmith Apollo
Bonnie Raitt

£37.50

£32/£39

£30

Saturday/Sunday/Monday 18th/19th/20th March
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Black Crowes
£30

'Tales From The Woods'
Promotions
presents on

Sunday 19th March 2006,
doors 7:30 pm
at The Water Rats Theatre Bar, 328
Gray’s Inn Road, Kings Cross,
London. (5 mins. walk from rail/tube)
Vauxhall Holiday Park, Acle New Road, Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk NR30 1TB
Johnny and the Roccas, Johnny and the
Jailbirds, Linda Gail Lewis, The Kingcats, Stan
Perkins, Crazy Cavan, Ruby and the Rockers,
Blast Off, The Lennerockers, Darrell Higham
and the Enforcers
Telephone 01493 857231 – accommodation from
£65

the only London appearance
of the Excello blues
recording legend

Lazy Lester
Full details still to be confirmed



Tickets £15
Book in advance to avoid disappointment







Alan Hardcastle, observant as ever, spotted the
following snippet from the Times of 17th October
2005. Penned by the TV Critic, one Caitlin Moran,
she uses almost the length of a column to
harangue Ben Elton for not understanding
Rock'n'Roll and then slams his latest sit-com. Fair
criticism maybe, but she then moves on to the
Robert Lindsay drama series ‘Jericho’, set in Soho
around 1952, slating the banal plot but adds “This
is exactly the kind of plot that the Beatles were
rebelling against when they invented rock'n'roll ten
years later”.

Telephone/Fax: 020 8460 6941
Mobile: 07941 540574
Email: keithwoods25@hotmail.com or
TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Or write to: 25 Queen Anne Avenue,
Bromley, Kent BR2 0SA
Friday/Saturday 24th/25th March
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Terry Callier
£18.50
Sunday/Monday 26th/27th March
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Candi Staton
£20

So that really puts her criticism into perspective.
Darn that jumped up wannabee Bill Haley then, I
knew he only pretended it started in the ‘50s. ‘She
Loves You’, ‘Paperback Writer’, ‘From Me To You’;
now that’s what I call Rock'n'Roll!!

Thursday 30th March
Barbican
Hugh Masekela
£15/£25
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The next gang meet up will be Friday 3rd
February 2006, at the The Shakespeare’s
Head. Kingsway, Holborn, from 18:30
hours onwards. Depart for a meal at approx.
20:15. I look forward to seeing you all there,
when we can reminisce on the wonderful
event that was the 50 Years of Skiffle event,
and look forward longingly to the forthcoming
Barrence Whitfield extravaganza..
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Yes, I want to be Woodied for a whole year
(should be four issues a year at the moment) and
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